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Executive Summary

Recent interest in long-term hedging
Both electric and gas utilities purchase large amounts of natural gas as part of their
business operations. Prior to the 1980s, a feature of the natural gas industry was contracts of
long durations, often over 20 years at fixed prices, for both producer-pipeline transactions and
pipeline-gas utility transactions.
Starting around 1985, trading arrangements within the natural gas industry became
dramatically more short-term and flexible, in both price and terms and conditions, compared to
prior periods. This trend occurred throughout the sector, from gas procurement, gas storage,
and retail transactions to capacity contracting for pipeline services. It was a result of a more
open and restructured natural gas market, among other things. This market includes buyers
and sellers consummating trades with minimal transaction costs. Other developments favoring
shorter-term contracts since the mid-1980s include a highly developed financial market for gas
hedging and the evolution of short-term electricity markets. In fact, a major motivator of the
restructuring of the U.S. natural-gas industry was the high social costs from rigid multi-year
contractual arrangements as the industry transitioned to a more liberalized structure. Overall,
competitive pressures have made long-term commitments a more expensive proposition for
utilities as well as other market participants by increasing risk.
Over the past few years, utilities and gas producers have given increased attention to
long-term commercial commitments under a vertical arrangement. Utilities have publicly
stated that these commitments complement their current hedging initiatives that mostly today
are short term in nature, one to two years.
This interest in long-term transactions hinges on the U.S. gas market having ample
supplies over the next several decades, resulting in more stable and predictable prices than
seen over the first half of this century. Other factors include low natural gas prices, gas
operator cash-flow problems, and a buyer’s market. Evolving conditions in the natural gas
market have made long-term commitments more palatable and potentially mutually beneficial
for both gas operators and utilities.
Proposals for vertical arrangements
This paper focuses on utility long-term commitment in the form of utility ownership of
gas reserves (UOGR) or a joint venture with an affiliate exploration and production (E&P)
company. Under the first arrangement, a utility would acquire a non-operating interest in gas
reserves; the utility becomes a partner with the operating entity. The utility typically pays
upfront capital expenditures to fund reserves development and typically a portion of the
iii

operating costs. In return, the utility acquires an interest in gas reserves located in specific gas
fields. The length of an agreement ranges from five years to multi-decade.
All of the utilities proposing UOGR and joint venture arrangements calculate expected
gas cost savings for their customers based on inf rma n a a ab e at t e me for example, a
comparison of gas production costs with market price forecasts n add t n t
ng‐term
hedging/price stability benefits and a more secured gas supply. Common features of vertical
arrangements for gas procurement include: (1) Cost of service pricing of gas, (2) expected gascost savings and stabilized prices to utility customers, (3) for UOGR, rate basing of gas reserves,
and (4) imbalanced risk allocation to utility customers.
In their proposals for joint ventures, utilities’ forecasts of gas prices 10-40 years out are
highly speculative, illogical, and practically meaningless for making decisions. Justification for
vertical arrangements must therefore derive from other than forecasted gas savings over time
to utility customers. One possible benefit, and one that seems most plausible, if not tenable, is
price stability or hedging on a long-term basis. Utilities have different options for hedging.
Whether UOGR or another vertical arrangement is a preferred approach to purchasing natural
gas from independent entities in the wholesale gas market requires thorough review driven by
facts and utility-specific conditions.
Economic theory and commercial structures
Transaction cost economics (TCE) predicts the market conditions under which vertical
integration is a preferred institutional arrangement over long-term contracting and spot market
transactions. When asset specificity, sunk costs, and a high degree of complexity (e.g., the
buyer requires a product to have exact specifications of a high technical nature) characterize a
trade, vertical integration can be the most efficient alternative. As the contractual process
becomes highly complex, for example, a firm might rationally decide to supply a required input
internally rather than purchasing it in the marketplace to avoid the high transaction costs
associated with contracting.
The benefits from vertical integration to customers, as specified in the economics
literature and realized in actual experiences just seem doubtful for gas procurement by utilities.
Vertical integration by electric utilities with coal mines, for example, is consistent with TCE
because of asset specificity that makes contracting with an independent entity highly costly.
Its rationale for gas procurement seems dubious.
Firms should be less vertically integrated as the cost of using the marketplace to
purchase a good or service decreases. Overall, each commercial structure has its strengths and
weaknesses. Buying all gas on the spot market, for example, can lead to volatile prices for
utilities and their customers. The question for regulators is whether UOGR or utility purchase
of gas from an E&P affiliate is compatible with conditions conducive to vertical integration.
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The uncertainty of long-term hedging benefits
Utilities proposing vertical arrangements are implicitly assigning a high value to longterm hedg ng. T s a ue may n t ref ect cust mers’ percept n f benef ts. The large hedging
losses experienced by utilities in recent years, if anything, suggest a cutback on hedging, rather
than expanding hedging on a long-term basis.
In evaluating proposals for vertical arrangements, regulators should have some
understanding of the value that utility customers place on stable prices. Hedging is not a
costless activity, so the utility should provide evidence, other than conjecture, that customers
are willing to pay something for more stable prices over the long term. The vertical
arrangements discussed in this paper are all complex, involving substantial utility costs in
negotiating, executing, and enforcing and monitoring. Regulators should determine as best
they can that these costs are justifiable from the perspective of utility customers.
Perhaps the most fundamental question comes down to how long-term commitments
under a vert ca arrangement f t w t n a ut ty’s gas-procurement portfolio. Gas procurement
is a multi-objective endeavor where the utility tries to balance reasonable cost, price stability
and secured gas supplies. For example, a balanced portfolio of gas supplies might combine
different commercial transactions, including long-term and short-term contracts. Most gas and
electric utilities apply a portfolio approach to gas procurement, which involves purchasing gas
under different durations and other terms and conditions. A motivator for a portfolio approach
is the hedging of natural gas prices to customers. Whether a vertical arrangement is
compatible with an optimal, balanced gas-procurement strategy requires the attention of
regulators in evaluating utility proposals.
The hazards of vertical arrangements
Vertical arrangements raise a number of questions for state public utility regulators.
One argument in support of utility ownership is that it would provide utilities with a secured
supply of natural gas at stable prices over several years. Although this outcome would be a
positive development, regulators have to ask whether other commercial arrangements would
be preferred. Some of the utility ownership arrangements, either in place or being proposed,
would enable utilities to rate base their gas-reserves assets. Their structure almost always
involves little risk to utilities relative to the risk borne by their customers. The benefits to
customers from long-term gas cost savings and hedging (i.e., how much customers are willing
to pay for more stable prices) come across as highly speculative and devoid of accurate
quantification.
Another issue touches on regulatory oversight in which utility-ownership of gas reserves
or a joint venture arrangement involves a utility and an affiliate. One major distinction
between market transactions and vertical integration is the self-dealing aspect of the latter that
can pose tricky problems for regulators, necessitating their oversight and other vigilant actions.
A regulator would have to monitor this relationship, for example, to ensure utility customers
v

are not overpaying for natural gas purchased by the utility from its affiliate. The regulator
might also need to establish codes-of-conduct rules that explicitly prohibit self-dealing abuses
by restricting certain actions. Ring fencing or structural separation would help to avoid cost
shifting from the unregulated affiliate to the regulated utility, but not necessarily eliminate it.
To protect its interest, utilities need to be vigilant in monitoring their gas operator
partner. Under UOGR, utilities have to make important decisions about choosing a partner and
gas basins or wells, and the pricing of gas reserves. Effective utility management in contracting
or non-operating ownership includes evaluating and selecting a supplier or partner, and
negotiating, executing and administrating contractual agreements. The gas operator may lack
strong incentives for cost efficiency, especially with a cost-plus pricing scheme and asymmetric
information favoring the gas operator. Incomplete contract provisions can also lead to
pp rtun sm r “bad be a r” by t e gas perat r n m ca t ut ty nterests.
Dubious customer benefits
For various reasons, this paper is skeptical about vertical arrangements in benefiting
utility customers. It raises the question of what economic gains accrue to utility customers
from long-term hedging. We have seen large losses in recent years from short-term hedging by
both electric and gas utilities. Multi-decade hedging would seem to pose yet higher risk to
utility customers. These risks translate into inflated utility bills for customers. It seems ironic
that the major apparent reason for vertical arrangements is to reduce upside price risk to utility
customers but, in the process, utilities are asking customers to take on new risks. Although an
empirical question, it is conceivable that utility customers could face higher risk from a vertical
arrangement involving UOGR or a utility affiliate than from the absence of long-term hedging.
A review of the vertical arrangement plans suggests that customers could very well bear higher
risk from an action that purports to protect those same customers from risk.
From the perspective of utility customers, vertical integration seems to be a high-risk
strategy for hedging. Under most proposals and actual plans, utility customers would shoulder
much more risks than utility shareholders or holding companies. Vertical arrangements create
several risks. They relate to: (1) gas-production operating cost, (2) level of gas reserves and
production (dry holes), (3) liability and incomplete contractual agreement (leaving room for
opportunism or, more generally, bad behavior, (4) counterparty risk and (5) for utilities,
regulatory-induced risks from less-than-full commitment, regulators knowing little about the
upstream side of the gas business and having to evaluate complex contract provisions.
After reviewing different vertical-arrangement plans, it is evident that customer risk is
excessive relative to utility or holding company risk. Customer risk comes largely from a low
market price, and unanticipated, unfavorable events in gas operation or production from
reserves. Commissions entertaining UOGR and other vertical arrangements, or long-term
hedging in general, should consider balancing the risks between utility shareholders and
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customers. The main objective would be to protect utility customers from inaccurate forecasts,
which are likely given the long-term nature of the vertical arrangements.
More definitive benefits to utilities and their affiliates
Benefits to utilities and affiliates from vertical arrangements are much more certain.
One benefit is higher utility earnings from the rate basing of gas-reserves assets. A utility
affiliate could also realize higher profits from selling to the utility instead of the open market.
Thus, on the surface expected benefits are larger and more certain for utilities and their
affiliates than their customers. Liquid wholesale gas markets (minimizing gas supply risk) plus
highly speculative forecasts of long-term gas prices dramatically weaken the argument for
UOGR and affiliate transactions. In fact, in one sense the vertical arrangements proposed by
utilities resemble more of a speculative than hedging activity. The utilities are betting that
future natural gas prices will increase based on highly imperfect information, and then
structure a long-term plan designed to achieve gas-cost savings. In sum, utilities should have a
strong burden of proof showing that vertical arrangements are good for their customers in the
long term.
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Vertical Arrangements for Natural Gas Procurement by Utilities
Rationales and Regulatory Considerations
I.

Recent Interest in Going Long Term
A.

Reversal of past trends

Prior to the 1980s, the natural gas industry featured bilateral contracts of long durations
(e.g., over 20 years) at fixed prices, for both producer-pipeline transactions and pipe line-gas
utility transactions. Starting around 1985, trading within the natural gas industry rapidly shifted
toward more short-term and flexible arrangements in both price and terms and conditions,
compared to prior periods.1 This trend occurred throughout the sector, from gas procurement,
gas storage, and retail transactions to capacity contracting for pipeline services. 2
Within the past five years, as a reversal to prior actions, both electric and gas utilities
and gas producers have given increased attention to long-term commercial arrangements for
natural gas transactions.3 Utilities have publicly stated that these commitments complement
their current hedging initiatives that today are mostly short term in nature, one to two years.
Although natural gas prices have become more stable, compared to the first half of this
century, the common perception is that they are still inherently volatile. Other factors favoring
long-term commitments include current low natural gas prices that are expected to remain low
for the next few years, gas operator cash-flow problems, and, as a resu t, a buyer’s market.
Overall, evolving conditions in the natural gas market have made long-term commitments more
likely to be mutually beneficial to both gas operators and utilities. That is, those commitments

1

One major action was the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issuance of Order No. 436,
which permitted pipelines to become open-access transporters for gas bought directly from producers
by all customers. As a new feature in long-term contracts, market-out clauses grew substantially after
the passage of the Natural Gas Policy Act in 1978, reflecting the desire of both buyers and sellers to
negotiate contracts that would give them the ability to adapt to changing market conditions. A marketout clause allows the pipeline not to take delivery of gas at the contract price if the gas cannot be resold
profitably. [Doane and Spulber 1994.]
2

Costello 2012. Especially with the advent of open-access transportation, the volume of gas
traded in the spot market grew rapidly. For example, spot market gas grew from near zero in 1982 to
about 55 percent of total gas deliveries in 1987. [Doane and Spulber 1994, 485.]
3

Ibid.

1

can be a good deal for both utilities and gas producers, many of whom are struggling because
of low natural gas prices.4
B.

Vertical arrangements as an option

Proposals for long-term gas procurement by utilities have come in different forms; for
example, long-term contracts between a utility and an independent entity (e.g., gas producer or
marketer), utility ownership of gas reserves (i.e., acquiring ownership interests in natural gas
reserves), and joint agreements between a utility and an exploration and production (E&P)
affiliate, and variations of these forms. Wit t e e cep n f t e rst long-term contracts
w t an ndependent en ty this paper labels the others as “ ert ca arrangements”.
Vertical arrangements have different features and are somewhat nebulous. In his study
of electric utilities and their coal mines affiliates, Paul Joskow remarked that:
Exactly what constitutes vertical integration is far from obvious. Some utilities own a
plant themselves and have a mining division or subsidiary that operates the mines.
Other utilities own plants themselves, own both coal reserves and the mines, but
contract with independent operators to produce the coal. Still other utilities own the
reserves, but contract with independent contractors to both develop and operate the
mines. In other cases, the plant is jointly owned by several utilities, only one of which
has an ownership interest in the mines serving the plant. I classify any of these cases as
vertical integration…5
What this quote basically says is that in a vertically integrated structure, the utility acquires an
input coal in J sk w’s e amp e r natura gas n t e c nte t f t s paper not from outside
firms but within the corporation itself. The corporation sets the price of the input and
possesses ownership or operating rights to the input, or both.6
As discussed below, special conditions must hold to justify a utility vertically integrating
rather than relying on the open market to purchase an input, such as natural gas. Compared
with other commercial structures, like the spot market and contracting with an independent
entity, vertical integration has its upside and downside. One upside is the corporation has more
control over the price it pays for an input but a downside is that the open market may offer a
lower price, especially during periods of surpluses.
4

See, for example, Dismukes 2015; and Fish 2014.

5

Joskow 1985, 50, fn 15.

6

Another way of saying this is that the corporation may have common ownership of the output
it sells and the input it needs to produce the product or service. One classic example is a utility owning
both an electric generating facility and the coal mine located next to it.

2

The major rationale for vertical-integration proposals by utilities is that current
conditions are ripe for long-term gas hedging largely because of (1) the cash flow problems of
gas producers anticipated to continue for at least the next few years and (2) the expected
longer-term increase in natural gas prices from growing demand.7 As some utilities have
argued, a window of opportunity exists today to stabilize long-term gas costs at attractive price
levels for customers. They also contend that the uncertainty over long-term natural gas supply
and demand warrants looking at options today to lock in favorable gas supply costs for
customers. As one utility stated, the purpose of its proposed cost of service gas (COSG)
program with an E&P affiliate is to benefit customers:
The COSG Program is designed to be a long-term hedging program to reduce the
C mpany’s cust mers’ e p sure t t e at ty f gas prices, to provide long-term
price stability through a physical hedge, and to provide an opportunity for customers to
pay less than market prices over the long term.8
It is plausible that more utilities will propose vertical arrangements for gas procurement
before their commissions in the coming years. These proposals raise complex questions for
state utility commissions, including whether utilities should place gas-reserves investments in
rate base9, whether self-dealing transactions are in the public interest, the exposure of utility
customers to reserves risk, and why suddenly the current interest in long-term hedging by both
electric and gas utilities. Commissions should ask themselves the fundamental question: Under
what conditions should utilities get involved with the gas production business either as an owner
of gas reserves or as a joint venture with an E&P gas operator?
C.

Focus of this paper

This paper examines utility long-term commitment through utility ownership of gas
reserves (UOGR) or a joint venture with an affiliate E&P company.10 Some utilities like
Northwest Natural Gas and Florida Power Light have ownership interest under a joint venture
agreement with a non-affiliate. For Northwestern Energy and Questa Gas, the utility has a joint
7

One rationale is that since gas prices are currently low, buyers are in a position to bargain for
favorable prices. See, for example, Aether Advisors LLC 2015; Dismukes 2015; Fish 2014; McKay 2014;
Summers 2014; and Swartz and Klump 2014. Since around 2009, growth in gas supply has exceeded
growth in gas demand, placing a downward pressure on price.
8

Vancas 2015, 4.

9

Utilities allowed to rate base their gas reserve investments include Florida Power and Light,
Northwest Natural Gas and NorthWestern Energy.
10

See, for example, Aether Advisors LLC 2015; BRG Energy 2015; Dismukes 2015; Fish 2014;
Florida Public Service Commission January 12, 2015; McKay 2014; Oregon Public Utility Commission
2011; Summers 2014; and Walton April 24, 2015.
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venture with an E&P affiliate. The vertical arrangements addressed in this paper come in
different forms, but they all share the feature of long-term commitments outside the normal
market channels of simply purchasing gas without having any ownership or operating controls
over gas reserves or fields.
All of the utilities proposing UOGR calculate expected gas cost savings for their
customers based on information available at the time for example, a comparison of gas
production costs with market price forecasts n add t n t
ng‐term edg ng/pr ce stab ty
benefits and a more secured gas supply.
Vertical arrangements raise several concerns that regulators must grapple with to
protect customer interests. One concern is the risk-reward effect on utility customers relative
to the utility or its holding-company shareholders.

II.

Vertical Arrangements and Proposals by Utilities

A growing number of natural gas and electric utilities are pursuing UOGR (e.g., direct
ownership in gas fields or wells) and other vertical arrangements as a long-term hedging tool
with the secondary benefit of saving their customers fuel costs over time.11 Currently only a
handful of utilities have such arrangements, and for some utilities the relative amount of gas
supply from vertical arrangements is small.12 But it is likely that they will become more of
interest in the future if only because they offer utilities a new source of earnings.13
11

As an early effort, in 2005, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power led a group of
public power utilities in buying natural gas reserves in Wyoming to help ensure a stable supply for its
power plants. [McGreevy 2005.] According to one study,
In 2005 a consortium of public power utilities in California together acquired gas reserves. The
group paid $300 million to Anschutz Pinedale Corp. for 38 oil and gas wells on 1,800 acres of the
Pinedale Anticline for an expected 112 billion cubic feet of natural gas production over the life of
the field. Southern California Public Power Authority (SCPPA) led the acquisition on behalf of Los
Angeles Department of Water & Power (LADWP) who acquired 74.5% of the total purchase,
Turlock Irrigation District (Turlock), and the cities of Anaheim, Burbank, Colton, Glendale and
Pasadena. In its 2005-2006 Annua Rep rt, SCPPA n ted ‘T s purc ase, a ng w t s m ar
future purchases, will provide a secure source of gas for the participants, and hedge against
at e pr ces n t e market.’ [Aether Advisors LLC 2015, 138.]
12

F r e amp e, ess t an 3 percent f F r da P wer L g t’s gas supp y w c me fr m ts j nt
venture with PetroQuest. [Florida Public Service Commission 2015.] NorthWestern Energy started off
sma (ar und 2 percent f annua gas needs) but as gr wn t ab ut 30 percent as f t day. [M dy’s
Investors Service 2015, 7.]
13

See, f r e amp e, M

dy’s In est rs Ser ce 2015.

4

Falling natural gas prices along with production growth has shifted producers’ thinking
to give more consideration to long-term commitments with buyers. Gas producers may view
long-term commitments as a way to stabilize their cash flow and revenues, as well as to
continue drilling with less internal capital. They may also see less risk from a bearish outlook in
which market prices are unlikely to soar far above the contracted price.14
A.

Basic features

Common features of UOGR include: (1) Cost of service pricing of gas, (2) expected gascost savings and stabilized prices to utility customers, (3) rate basing of gas reserves, and (4)
imbalanced allocation of risk to utility customers. The typical structure of an UOGR
arrangement is an operating/non-operating working-interest model. The joint-venture
operating agreement enables the utility to purchase an interest in gas reserves.15 The utility,
which has a non-operating interest in gas reserves, becomes a partner with the operating entity
(e.g., E&P company).16 The utility pays the upfront capital expenditures to fund reserves
development and often a portion of the operating costs. The utility has claim to gas reserves in
a specified field. Legally, the utility is not a buyer of the gas. The time horizon of an agreement
ranges from five years to multi-decade.
A common feature of UOGR arrangements is a transfer price17 based n t e perat r’s
costs. One expectation is that utility customers will see gas-cost savings over the period of the
agreement, but the utility makes no guarantee.18 In their proposals for UOGR, utilities forecast
natural gas prices decades out in time (e.g., 10-40 years), which are highly speculative, illogical
(as discussed later) and practically meaningless for commission decision-making. Primary

14

See, for example, Fish 2014; Livsey 2014; and Summers 2014.

15

T e ut ty’s nterest c u d nc ude e t er pr duct n fr m e st ng we s r new dr ng n
partners p w t t e gas perat r ( .e., a “Carry and Earn” appr ac ).
16

Another structure is for the gas producer to sell a portion of its working interest to a utility or
another entity for cash. As discussed in Section II (D), Washington Gas Light proposed this structure in
Virginia.
17

A transfer price applies to transactions within a single corporation. It generally falls outside
an arm’s-length bargaining process; for example, they are commonly artificial prices established by a
firm to allocate costs among divisions. Transfer prices encompass transactions between divisions of a
firm or between a firm and its affiliates.
18

All of the submitted proposals for utility ownership of gas reserves argue that there were
expected gas cost savings for their customers based on information available at the time (and many
proposals included some type of comparison of production costs versus market price forecasts) and that
t ere were ng‐term edg ng/pr ce stab ty benef ts.

5

justification for gas reserve ownership would then seem to derive from other than forecasted
gas savings over time to utility customers.
One plausible benefit is price stability or hedging. Utilities have different choices for
hedging. Whether UOGR or other vertical arrangements is a preferred approach to purchasing
natural gas from independent entities in the wholesale gas market demands thorough
regulatory review driven by facts and utility-specific conditions.
Typically, the utility would rate base the capital expenditures required to develop the
gas reserves. Finally, most of the risks associated with the arrangement fall on utility
customers, rather than the utility itself.19
B.

Real-world examples

As they increase their use of natural gas, some electric utilities want to avoid wide
fluctuations in fuel costs by engaging in a joint venture relationship with gas operators. One
utility in particular has emerged as wanting to undertake long-term hedging through vertical
integration. South Dakota-based Black Hills Corporation (BHC) has announced plans, labeled
the C st f Ser ce Gas Pr gram (“COSG Pr gram”), in Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska to
reduce gas volatility for its electric power operations.20 It has also proposed in South Dakota
and Wyoming to undertake long-term physical hedging for both its electric power and natural
gas operations. Specifically, it has asked commissions to allow its utility subsidiaries to make
ratepayer-financed investments in natural gas resources, including reserves and drilling
operations.21 The utility subsidiaries may directly purchase gas reserves or structure a joint
development arrangement, or a combination of both.22 Black Hills Utility Holdings has its own
E&P reserves, which as it argues would facilitate transactions. It predicts that the transfer price
under the joint venture agreement would be less volatile than spot prices over time, since it is
based on the E&P cost of service.23
According to testimony filed in Colorado by Black Hills, investments in gas production
should more stabilize natural gas prices over the long term, which the company says would be
19

This paper later elaborates on the risks to utility customers.

20

Argus Media 201; Vancas 2015; and Walton October 27, 2015

21

The utility subsidiaries of BHC, Black Hills Utility Holdings (BHUH), in other words, would
have ownership interests in long-term gas reserves. BHUH initiated in July 2008 when BHC purchased
certain gas and electric utility operating companies from Aquila, Inc. BHUH is the parent corporation of
those operating companies.
22

Vancas 2015, 17.

23

See, for example, Aether Advisors LLC 2015; and Vancas 2015.
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lower than the forecasted market prices.24 Overall, the company rationalized the COSG
Program as an appropriate long-term hedging action:
Current natural gas prices are not only low relative to historical prices, but are also low
compared to alternative fuel prices and global gas prices. There appears to be an
opportunity to stabilize long-term gas costs at attractive price levels for customers. And
there is uncertainty regarding long-term supply and demand that warrants looking at
opportunities to lock in gas supply costs for customers.25
As stated in testimony by the company, while long-term f nanc a edges “may be
available on a limited basis, they command a forward price premium, and would subject the
Company to assuming significant collateral posting requirements and counterparty credit
risk.”26 Company testimony also contends that market offerings of financial hedges and fixedprice gas c ntracts are “for limited terms and cannot protect customers against longer-term
ncreases n t e pr ce f natura gas.”27
In Utah and Wyoming, since 1981 Questar Gas has operated under a joint agreement
with its E&P affiliate, Wexpro.28 The affiliate develops and produces gas reserves for the utility,
and delivers natural gas at its cost of service under the terms of agreement. The agreement
enables Wexpro to recover its well costs and earn a return on its capital expenditures. Dry hole
risk falls on Wexpro; it only earns on operating wells. The utility estimated that Wexpro I had
saved its customers $1.27 billion since its inception in 1981.29
An additional program in 2013 known as Wexpro II, allows Wexpro to acquire and
develop additional properties and to continue the Wexpro agreement. The new properties, as

24

Ryan 2015.

25

Ryan 2015, 30-1.

26

Vancas 2015, 9. Inc denta y, as stated by M dy’s Investors Service (2015,2), owning gas
reser es n a partners p arrangement a s e p ses a ut ty t c unterparty r sks.”
27

Ibid., 12.

28

Livsey 2014; Public Service Commission of Utah 2013; and McKay 2014. Wexpro develops
and produces natural gas exclusively for Questar Gas.
29

Public Service Commission of Utah 2013, 12. Much of those savings occurred during the
period 2000-2008, when the market price of natural gas was at an unprecedented high and occasionally
in double digits.
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with the previous agreement, calls for Questar Gas to pay a price based on cost-of-service. The
utility commissions in Utah and Wyoming approved an acquisition under the new program.30
Although Wexpro has a rate base, and the cost of the gas it produces depends on that
rate base, in addition to its operating expenses, none of those investments or expenses shows
up on the books of Questar Gas. Questar Gas simply receives a monthly invoice from Wexpro
that flows through t e ut ty’s balancing account just like all other gas purchases. In essence,
the cost-based price Questar Gas pays for gas resembles the traditional regulated cost-ofservice model used to regulate utilities. Wexpro is not subject, however, to the jurisdiction of
either the Wyoming or Utah Commissions. Yet, if the audits and oversight of Wexpro's
operations find imprudence, the regulators have the authority to act by virtue of its jurisdiction
over Questar Gas.
In 2012, t e M ntana Pub c Ser ce C mm ss n appr ed N rt Western Energy’s
request to (1) include natural gas production properties in rate base and (2) allow for recovery
of expenses associated with the acquisition of the natural gas production properties. The
company argued that the purchase of gas reserves will reduce gas price volatility, help grow the
company and secure long-term gas supply for customers.31 In 2013, NorthWestern Energy
spent $70.2 m n t acqu re De n Energy Pr duct n C mpany’s nterest n appr mate y
900 natura gas we s n M ntana’s Bear Paw Bas n. Owned gas reserves meet about 30 percent
of annual gas-supply requirements with the company planning to increase this share to 50
percent.32
In 2014, the Florida Public Service Commission approved NextEra Energy subsidiary
Florida Power & Light's (FPL) request to invest in gas reserves located in Oklahoma. FPL will
engage in a joint venture with PetroQuest Energy.33 Under the arrangement, FPL purchases an
interest in natural gas exploration, drilling and production with its customers, in effect,
becoming investors in the natural gas business.

30

The Utah Division of Public Utilities reasoned that given the current low gas prices and the
forecast for relatively stable prices going forward, well owners may desire to sell their interests in
e st ng we s, rat er t an mak ng m re sa es at t day’s wer pr ces. These conditions create a
potential opportunity for Wexpro to acquire additional wells on favorable terms.
31

N rt Western Energy 2015. S de 20 states, f r e amp e, t at “As we c nt nue t add t ur
natural gas reserves portfolio, we anticipate a reduct n n supp y c st at ty f r ur cust mers.”
32

Aether Advisors LLC 2015, 137.

33

See Florida Public Service Commission January 12, 2015; News Service of Florida 2015; and
Walton June 19, 2015.
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FPL will spend an estimated $191million to jointly develop up to 38 natural gas wells in
southeastern Oklahoma's Woodford shale natural gas field and recover those costs from its
customers.34 It originally estimated that the arrangement could save customers up to $107
million on their electricity bills over the life of the project.35 The utility remarked that the deal
would enable it to lock in gas prices at production costs rather than relying on the spot market
price.36 In 2015, the Florida Public Service Commission approved guidelines under which FPL
can invest up to $500 million annually in additional gas reserves.37
As a pioneer in unconventional gas procurement, in 2011 the Oregon Public Utility
Commission approved a $250 million, 5-year joint venture between Northwest Natural Gas
C mpany (“NW Natura ”) and Encana O & Gas (USA) t de e p gas reser es n Wy m ng.38
The arrangement involves NW Natural providing partial funding for drilling. In return, the utility
earns a working interest in a defined portion of the field.39
NW Natural argued that its investment in gas reserves would provide some price
assurances to its customers over the long term.40 The Commission ruled that the arrangement
is prudent and beneficial to t e ut ty’s customers.41 Specifically, the Commission found the
arrangement favorable to customers by:
34

Investments in specific wells are more risky than investments in gas fields, mostly because of
less diversity. See, f r e amp e, M dy’s In est rs Ser ce 2015, 5.
35

Florida Public Service Commission January 12, 2015.

36

Ibid. The Commission ruled that customers have significant exposure to price volatility,
partially because of the expected increase in natural gas demand from LNG exports and electricity
generation.
37

T e gu de nes, am ng t er t ngs, restr ct FPL’s transact ns t pr ed and pr bab e
reser es, and “gas reser e” pr jects as a percentage of average daily burn of natural gas (rising from 10
percent in 2016 to 20 percent in 2018). See PalmBeachPost.com 2015.
38

The main source for the following discussion is Oregon Public Utility Commission 2011.

39

The initial contract terms have changed, among other things, to specify single-well interest
rather than the original field interest. E&P ownership shifted from Encana Oil and Gas to Jonah Energy.
The overall effect of developments since the original contract has been to increase risks to NW Natural
and ts cust mers. [M dy’s In est rs Ser ce 2015, 6.]
40

See Fish 2014; and Summers 2014.

41

So far, it appears that the transaction has been a bad deal for the customers of NW Natural.
Since its inception, market gas prices have likely fallen below the contract price. See, for example,
M dy’s In est rs Ser ce 2015, 6.
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1. Reducing the utility’s gas costs over time by an estimated $52 million in presentvalue terms: The utility estimated that the average price of gas under the
arrangement would be $5.15 per dekatherm, which is less than the projected
market price from various sources.
2. Mitigating price volatility as a hedge: The arrangement allows the utility to procure
a portion of its gas supplies at stable prices. One benefit is that it will protect
customers from sharp price increases, especially those that last for an extended
period.
3. Providing the utility with a reliable long-term supply of gas.
4. Allocating fairly the benefits and risks between utility shareholders and customers for
any residual risks: The Commission ruled that the meaning of prudence narrows to
t e ut ty’s dec s n t enter nt t e arrangement and not to how it manages the
contracts underlying the arrangement.42 It also required NW Natural to absorb
some of the risk when actual gas costs under the agreement deviate from the
forecasted levels.43
C.

Elaborating on the rationales for vertical arrangements
1.

Long-term hedge

One motive for UOGR and other vertical arrangements cited by utilities is that they
provide the only feasible long-term hedge.44 Hedging refers to an economic activity in which a

42

For example, the utility can be subject to prudence challenges for its future drilling decisions.

43

Specifically, the sharing mechanism of NW Natura ’s purchased gas adjustment (PGA) clause
calls for it to absorb $1 million of the first $10 million of any under-forecast of gas costs. The utility will
pass through all variances in excess of $10 million to customers through the PGA. [Oregon Public Utility
Commission 2011, 9.]
44

About the optimal time duration of a hedging arrangement, two opposing forces come into
play. The first, favoring longer-term hedging, derives from the cost of transactions on a period-byperiod basis (for example, annually, or even more frequently, as in spot-market purchases) which could
accumulate to a large amount over time. The second, making longer-term hedging less appealing,
relates to the risk of being constrained under an inflexible arrangement over a longer period of time.
Inflexibility has a potentially high cost in a volatile market. It can lead to the utility overpaying for gas
(relative to the market price) or being required to take gas that it does not need (under a physical
hedge). It explains why, in a market where price and supply are difficult to predict, parties are reluctant
to make long-term commitments with rigid terms and conditions. Overall, such commitments prevent a
utility from taking advantage of favorable market opportunities as they arise.
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party protects an existing or anticipated physical market exposure from unexpected or adverse
price fluctuations. Parties hedge to lock in both a price and the quantity subject to that price.
Hedges come in both physical and financial forms: Utilities can use storage or bilateral
physical contracts with fixed prices as hedges; they can also purchase financial hedges, such as
futures contracts, options, and swaps.45
Even though the U.S. has an abundance of natural gas and currently low prices, gas
prices are inherently volatile, although less so than prior to the shale-gas revolution. Utilities
have argued that financial hedges are short-term and physical hedges in the form of long-term
contracts with an independent entity are scarce.46 Some utilities in their applications to state
regulators explained, for example, that long-term, fixed-price contracts were generally not
available in the market47; utilities have also noted that credit/counterparty risks underlie
long‐term contracts, making them less attractive.48
A reasonable concern is that because of much uncertainty over the future demand for
natural gas, prices in the years ahead could fall within a wide range. Gas exports could spike,
the expectation is for high growth of natural gas for electric generation because of the EPA

45

Futures prices can function as a reference point for forward contracts between customers
and suppliers of gas.
46

Utilities could enter into a financial hedge, but such hedges are usually no more than two
years (Costello 2012), and, besides, they would not actually secure the physical supply. Both physical
and financial hedges require credit facilities to protect counterparties against market price volatility,
creating an additional risk and cost to consider when choosing those options.
47

See, for example, Benton 2015; and Garza 2015.

48

There are few examples of long‐term physical fixed‐price gas commodity contracts in the U.S.
gas industry. The most publicized one is the Public Service Company of Colorado contract with
Anadarko that was part of the uti ty’s em ss ns reduct n p an (c a p ant ret rement/c n ers n t gas
units) in 2010. In Docket 10M-245E, the Commission found a proposed contract between Public Service
Company of Colorado and Anadarko to be beneficial to customers and in the public interest. The utility
calculated that the contract could reduce its discounted revenue requirements by $100 million over ten
years. It also estimated that the average price of gas under the ten-year contract would be $5.48 per
dekatherm. Public Service Company of Colorado issued an RFP for a long-term gas contract, and
Anadarko submitted the winning bid. T e c ntract ca s f r ten years’ gas supp y at “a f ed pr ce ffer
w t an annua adjustment r esca at n.” The Commission felt that even though the contract does not
guarantee supply to the utility, the utility would have sufficient security and credit support from
Anadark ’s parent c mpan es. [Colorado Public Utilities Commission 2010.]
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Clean Power Plan, natural gas vehicles could take off, and so forth.49 Each of these happenings,
of course, is subject to much uncertainty, which in turn makes future gas prices hard to predict.
Another factor in support of a long-term commitment is the reluctance of some gas
buyers to undertake investments that require the purchase of natural gas over a multi-year
period unless offered price and supply stability. One such investment is combined cycle gas
turbines, whose economics hinge on the price paid for natural gas over the next 20 or so years.
Even though natural gas prices have become more stable over the past few years, a common
perception is that they are still volatile50 and will increase in the future.51 Some gas buyers are
therefore hesitant to commit on a long-term basis to a fuel source whose future prices could
grow substantially above current levels.52
2.

Buyer’s market

One argument in support of vertical arrangements is that the time is now ripe for
utilities t e p t a buyer’s market; they may be able to lock in gas supplies at an attractive
price.53 Gas producers may find it advantageous to sign favorable deals fr m t e buyer’s
perspective because of current financial problems triggered by low gas prices. A long-term
commitment could alleviate short-term cash flow difficulties. With the utility providing the
capital, the gas operator could avoid incurring additional debt in developing reserves. Overall,
conditions might be well-suited for a potentially mutually-beneficial arrangement.
Another argument for UOGR and other vertical arrangements is that utility customers would
pay a cost-based price rather than a market-based price, which probably means more stable
prices for utility customers and possibly lower prices over time. Utilities have also argued that
49

See, for example, Aether Advisors 2015; and Ryan 2015.

50

Costello 2012.

51

As ne ana yst as remarked, “The market fundamentals point strongly toward demand rising
faster t an supp y. Natura gas pr ces w need t r se t dr e supp y gr wt t meet demand gr wt .”
[Ryan 2015, 30.]
52

“L ng-term” ere refers to a time horizon that extends beyond what most analysts predict to
be a sustained period of low natural-gas prices.
53

As gas prices have remained low, some utilities have looked to gas investments for
maintaining a long-term and inexpensive supply. But the jury is still out on how those investments will
hold up, as the price of natural gas has shown little sign of increasing. Florida Power & Light was among
the first states to convince regulators to approve the investments and, as discussed earlier, in 2015
received authorization to pursue gas fields in Oklahoma. The plan did result in customers paying more
for natural gas, when compared with the market price, during the initial months. [Walton August 26,
2015.]
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drilling shale gas has become low risk with few dry holes, and that UOGR could eliminate the
“m dd eman” pr f ts (e.g., marketers). From the utility perspective, UOGR can also offer
utilities higher earnings and tax benefits. According to one study:
A mid-sized regulated utility could add $200 million a year to its capital base, which in
many cases could translate into an annual dividend growth of about 3 percent from just
the investments associated with long-term natural gas supply.54
3.

Lower opportunity cost for gas producers

The interest in UOGR and other vertical arrangements hinges on the U.S. gas market
having ample supplies over the next several decades, leading to more stable and predictable
prices than those we have seen during the first half of this century. Under these conditions, gas
producers and utilities would find long-term commercial arrangements less risky. Gas
producers may view long-term commitment, for example, as a way to stabilize their cash flow
and revenues. They may also see less risk (i.e., opportunity cost) from a bearish outlook in
which market prices are less likely to soar far above a contracted price.
Earlier in this century, we saw high price volatility resulting from moderate or even small
changes in market conditions. With additional supply from shale gas, most analysts expect the
market price to fluctuate less, especially to upward extremes. One implication from this
development, running counter to vertical arrangements involving multi-year commitments, is
fewer benefits to gas consumers from long-term hedging.
D.

Regulatory responses so far

The regulatory reaction to vertical arrangements so far has been generally favorable,
with one exception: While commissions have approved the Florida Power Light, Northwest
Natural, NorthWestern Energy, and Questar Gas proposals, in late 2015 the Virginia
Corporation Commission rejected the proposal of Washington Gas Light (WGL).
WGL proposed to secure a long-term supply of natural gas at relatively fixed prices. It
wanted to enter into a $126 million, 20-year purchase and sale agreement with Energy
C rp rat n f Amer ca (“ECA”) t acqu re pr duc ng natura gas we s n Pennsy an a. Unlike
the vertical arrangements that have joint agreements for the development of gas wells, WGL
proposed to pay cash for working interest in existing wells in Pennsylvania.55
WGL testified to anticipate savings of about $84 million over the 20-year term (or on a
present value basis a savings of roughly $21 million over the 20 years). A major motivator of
54

BRG Energy 2015, 1.

55

Aether Advisors LLC 2015, 136.
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the proposal, as stated by WGL, was the current market conditions giving buyers leverage in
negotiating a favorable deal. For the producer, a fixed price based on its cost of operations
would enable it to continue operation with capital inflow by the utility during difficult times.56
WGL argued that the purchase of proved gas reserves is a cost-effective way to lock in a
fixed cost of gas over a long period. Although the utility acknowledged the possibility that
certain costs would be higher than expected, it stated that only a portion of the operating costs
would be variable. Besides, operating expenses represent only a small portion of the overall
estimated cost of gas. ECA would retain a working interest in the acquired wells and, as argued
by WGL would have a vested interest in keeping costs down and operating efficiently.
The Virginia State Corporation Commission rejected WGL’s pr p sa n N ember 6,
2015. The Commission ruled that under the specifics of the proposal, the potential harm to
customers is too great when compared to the potential benefits. The Commission noted that
WGL's customers would bear almost all of the risks.58 The Commission concluded that such an
outcome is contrary to the public interest. It also questioned the net benefits to customers
relative to WGL shareholders. Finally, it raised doubts over the reasonableness of the costs to
mitigate long-term price volatility.59
57

III.

Basic Principles of Gas Procurement
A.

Hedging and other objectives

Gas purchasing and hedging practices have two distinct parts. The first part involves the
utility procuring gas and transportation at a reasonable price to meet expected peak-day, peakmonth and seasonal demands. The second part, which has received more attention since 2000
when wholesale gas prices started to accelerate and become less stable, involves managing
price volatility (i.e., hedging). A utility can hedge through various means: financial derivatives,
stored gas, ownership of gas reserves, joint ventures with gas producers, and forward
contracts. T e purc ase f p ys ca gas t meet cust mers’ demand represents a d st nct

56

See, for example, Business Wire 2015; Carsley 2015; Garza 2015; and Washington Gas Light
Company 2015.
57

Commonwealth of Virginia State Corporation Commission 2015.

58

These risks relate to gas reserves and production volumes, no guaranteed contingency for gas
replacement should wells not produce, 20-year forecasts of the market price of gas, and certain variable
costs for gas drilling and production. [Ibid.]
59

These opinions of the Commissions coincided with the testimony of the staff witness Mark

Carsley.
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activity from hedging with financial derivatives.60 Some analysts consider hedging as a valueadded, nonessential service that a utility provides to its customers.
Before the advent of financial derivatives in the early 1990s, gas procurement and pricerisk management were bundled as a single activity or product – for example, in the form of
physical hedges like forward contracts and storage.61 Until around 2000, gas utilities mainly
relied on forward fixed-price gas contracts with producers and storage gas tied to First-of-theMonth (FOM) prices. Today, many utilities combine these physical hedges with financial
hedging instruments.
Financial instruments such as futures contracts, options and swaps enable a utility to
procure gas and manage price risk as separate unbundled activities. A utility could purchase all
of its physical gas on the spot market and, separately, purchase futures contracts to stabilize
prices. Overall, conventional gas procurement has a least-cost objective, whereas hedging tries
to limit the range of prices to align with c nsumers’ t erance for risk.62
To illustrate, an electric utility wants gas delivered to its power plants when needed; it
also wants to pay a reasonable price and to avoid dramatic volatility in the price it pays. The
utility should balance these objectives in the long-term interest of its customers. The pursuit of
price stability should require evidence showing that customers value less volatile and more
predictable retail natural gas or electricity prices. Customers always prefer lower prices to
higher prices, assuming no decline in reliability or quality of gas service. Yet, it is not evident
that customers would always prefer more stable prices if, in fact, they result in higher expected
pr ces er t me r requ re payment n t e f rm f a “r sk prem um” t c unterparties who are
willing to absorb the risk.
B.

A portfolio approach

A gas portfolio takes into account the price level of natural gas and its volatility, security
of supply, flexibility of gas supply (e.g., ability to adjust supply when conditions change), and
gas de erab ty. S me ndustry bser ers refer t a p rtf
as t e “best c st” appr ac t
gas procurement. “Best c st” can refer t , f r e amp e, a p rtf
t at ac e es t e west
cost for highly reliable service, with moderate price volatility.
The portfolio approach to gas procurement has evolved from the past least-cost
paradigm, partly because of wholesale price volatility and a more dynamic gas market.63 A
60

Costello 2008.

61

Costello and Cita 2001.

62

Costello 2008.

63

See Costello 2008; and Ryan 2015.
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least-cost strategy focuses on cost minimization, but, in the process, might compromise other
objectives such as reliability and moderate price volatility. Diversification of gas supplies from
different sources and under various market and self-supply commercial arrangements gives a
utility more flexibility and protection from uncertain future events. In other words, the utility is
better able to adapt to unforeseen events with less disruption and at a lower cost.
Diversification also allows a utility to better achieve different objectives, some of which
are conflicting. A utility that buys all of its gas in the spot market, for example, might
experience extreme price volatility that can inflict substantial harm on customers. 64 Most
electric and gas utilities apply the portfolio approach to their gas procurement practices. In the
context of this paper, the question is whether long-term hedging should be part of that
portfolio. As far as the author knows, no utility has measured the reduced r sk n a ut ty’s gas
portfolio from UOGR or other long-term hedging vertical arrangements.65
From a narrow technical perspective, gas procurement reflects an optimization problem
in which the utility66 attempts t ma m ze an “aggregate bject e funct n” c mp sed f
different sub-objectives and their relative importance.67 It occurs in an environment of
uncertainty over future demand, prices for gas supplies, transportation-capacity availability,
and so forth. Gas procurement must also recognize operational, contractual and market
constraints.68

64

A utility can reduce price volatility, for example, by layering fixed-price physical (forward
contracts, storage) and fixed-price financial price hedges.
65

One common method to quantify the potential losses from high gas prices (i.e., price risk) is
w at ana ysts ca a ue at r sk (VaR). As remarked n ne study, “T e m re s p st cated r sk
management programs will use formal statistical techniques to measure and monitor the risk of
un edged natura gas pr curement p rtf
s…F r a ut ty, [VaR] s a measure f w muc t e
unhedged portions of its supply portfolio could change in cost over a given time frame with some stated
pr bab ty.” [Gra es and Le ine 2010, 34.]
66

One alternative is for state commissions to take a neutral position on long-term
arrangements; t ey s u d supp rt t em w en t ey are an ntegra part f a ut ty’s pt ma gas
procurement portfolio. This position requires commissions to rule on long-term arrangements on a
case-by-case basis, and not unconditionally endorse or oppose them.
67

An analogy is a person trying to buy her preferred car, having to consider all the differing
features that cars have and prioritizing them.
68

Costello 2008.
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C.

How many commissions think about long-term commitments
1.

Major findings of NRRI survey

A 2012 NRRI survey revealed that state utility commissions provide utilities with no
special incentives to make long-term commitments and, in fact may discourage them largely
because of an unfavorable risk-reward relationship.69 Six survey findings pertinent to this paper
follow:
1. Few commissions have an explicit policy on long-term gas contracting. Commissions
typically evaluate proposed long-term contracts on a case-by-case basis. Most
commissions, in other words, take a neutral policy toward long-term contracts by
neither restricting nor encouraging them outright. Some industry observers contend
that unless state commissions become more proactive in promoting long-term
contracting, utilities will continue to rely largely on short-term financial hedging and
other mechanisms to reduce price and supply risks. There is an obvious lack of
interest so far by utilities to propose long-term physical gas contracts, especially
with an independent entity, before their commissions.
2. A number of commissions indicated that long-term contracting could be part of a
diversified portfolio that mitigates risk. Many of them recognize that diversification
gives a utility more flexibility and protection from unknown future events.
3. One plausible reason for why gas and electric utilities rely little on long-term gas
contracts is that they see little economic gain relative to the risks. That is, utilities
consider long-term contracts to carry an unfavorable reward-risk relationship. As
reflected in the survey responses, utilities generally receive no profits from longterm contracts but risk cost disallowances from an after-the-fact review. Hindsight
review is more likely when the market price of natural gas falls below the contract
price and the long-term contract contains rigid terms and conditions. Compared
with owning gas reserves, which can enable a utility to grow its earnings, a longterm physical contract with an independent entity is more likely to have a negative
effect n a ut ty’s f nanc a edger.70
4. Cost recovery for long-term contracts generally depends on their prudence. Few
commissions preapprove long-term contracts, and almost all rely on retrospective
reviews to determine their reasonableness. Regulatory commitments in the form of
69

Costello 2012.

70

As mentioned elsewhere, utilities have stated that gas producers are reluctant to make longterm commitments. Yet, when the producer is an affiliate or is willing to engage in a joint venture with
the utility, this reluctance seems to wane.
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preapproval are controversial as a general matter because they can shift virtually all
the risks of a costly activity to customers, such as long-term contracting, with rigid
provisions and an uncertain outcome. The challenge for regulators is to strike an
appropriate balance between credibility to utility investors and fairness to
customers. In the extreme, an ex ante guarantee to utility investors that the utility
will recover all of its costs for a long-term contract would be favorable to investors,
but ostensibly unfair to utility customers.
5. Most commissions allow utilities to hedge and evaluate their hedging practices after
the fact through prudence reviews. Most commissions do not evaluate and
preappr e a ut ty’s edg ng p an bef re and.71 Commissions generally allow a
utility to recover hedging costs through its PGA, subject to a prudence review.
6. Most gas utilities hedge with financial instruments and storage. Much more rarely
do they hedge with long-term physical gas contracts.72 Commissions and gas
utilities, for whatever reason, may have a bias against long-term physical contracts.
Time horizons for gas hedges generally are one to four years. The time horizon most
often reported was one year.
The survey results clearly show that even if independent gas producers have a
w ngness t neg ate ng-term c ntracts c ntrary t w at s me u
es a e sa d t e
utilities themselves would be reluctant. After all, they earn no additional profit and bear the
r sk f a retr spect e re ew t at m g t pena ze t em, f r e amp e, f r “e cess e” c ntract
prices. It then seems understandable why utilities would opt for vertical arrangements allowing
them or their affiliates to increase their earnings. But, the curious question remains why
utilities have recently expressed more interest in long-term hedging.
2.

Other commission dispositions

Commissions have a history of frowning upon utilities vertically integrating backward.
One e amp e s t e re uctance f c mm ss ns t appr e ut t es’ wn ng c a m nes. Based

71

Two possible reasons for this tendency are: (a) Preapproval can have the negative effect of
inducing the utility to adhere too strictly to the letter of a hedging plan as a means to prevent later cost
disallowances while avoiding prudent actions (e.g., a proposed departure from the plan to take
advantage of a market shift) that would benefit customers; and (b) the design of a hedging plan should
be a ut ty matter because f ts super r “ nf rmat n” ad antage.
72

Most state commissions and utilities place importance on mitigating price volatility and price
risk. Utilities can use different approaches to achieve this goal: (a) staggering of contracts, (b) financial
hedging, (c) storage, (d) portfolio diversification and management, and (e) long-term physical contracts
with a fixed price or specified price range.
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on this history, it is somewhat surprising that more commissions have not rejected utility
proposals to own gas reserves or purchase gas from an affiliate.73
Fr m t e aut r’s bser at ns and t e NRRI sur ey, c mm ss ns are a s es tant t
pre-commit to long-term contracts. Utilities have generally argued that they need a regulatory
commitment to avoid hindsight review or what they would consider regulatory opportunism.
Commissions, on the other hand, often see a commitment as excessively shifting risk to
cust mers and p tent a y creat ng a “m ra azard” pr b em.74 There is also a limit to
regulatory commitment in that a current commission giving preapproval is likely unable to bind
a future commission.
Regulatory commitments are controversial because they can assign to customers
virtually all the risks of a costly new investment with uncertain benefits. Regulators are
understandably reluctant to bet customers’ money on a long-term agreement, especially with
an affiliate or when the benefits to utility customers are dubious.
A reasonable standard for regulatory commitments was aptly expressed in one article:
For utility investors, it is not the tiny details that matter, but whether there is a credible
commitment to treat both utility customers and utility investors fairly, over the short
and long runs. Public utilities are regulated to protect utility customers from the
consequences of the unfair exercise of market power.75 (Emphasis added)
The key words here are “credible comm tment” and “fa r y”. The challenge for regulators is to
strike a balance between credibility to investors and fairness to customers so as to best serve
the public interest. In the extreme, a commitment to utility investors that the utility will
definitely recover all of its costs for a long-term agreement, even before it is executed, would
seem to violate this balance.
One regulatory tool that can affect the inclination of a utility to make a long-term
c mm tment s gu de nes. Gu de nes can act as “safe arb r” ru es t at reduce ut ty
uncertainty in addition to mitigating opportunistic hindsight reviews. Increasing the certainty
of cost recovery enhances the willingness of a utility to make a long-term commitment, either
73

Probably one should not make too much of this, as the sample size for commission approval

is small.
74

Reducing the risk to a utility, for example, will encourage the utilities to invest in gas reserves.
But s ft ng t muc r sk t cust mers m g t
ate t e regu at r‘s sense f fa rness and create a
“m ra azard” pr b em n w c t e ut ty acks adequate ncent e t act prudent y. Achieving the
proper allocation of risk between utilities and ratepayers is a major challenge for regulators in vertical
arrangements as well as in other situations.
75

Gordon et al. 2011, 10-11.
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in the form of a contract with an independent entity or a vertical relationship. Regulatory
guidelines can include criteria for acceptable long-term arrangements, commission procedures
for reviewing and evaluating long-term contract or agreements, articulation of the role that
long-term commitments can p ay n a ut ty’s gas p rtfolio plan, and the conditions under
which the regulator would tend to favor long-term commitments and thereby allow recovery of
the costs.

IV.

A Digression on Hedging
A.

Hedging 101

In evaluating proposals for both short- and long-term hedging, including those
embedded in vertical arrangements, regulators should know basic things about hedging itself:76
1. Customers always prefer lower prices to higher prices, assuming no decline in
reliability or quality of gas service. Yet, it is not evident that customers would always
prefer more stable prices if, in fact, they result in higher expected prices over time or
require payment in the form of a “risk premium” to counterparties who are willing to
shoulder the risk.77 Cost savings are not the reason that firms hedge.
2. Price volatility, in and of itself, is not a bad thing if properly managed, and it
commonly occurs in many well-functioning markets. On the flip side, stable prices
are not always good. Few readers would dispute that a hedging program fixing the
price of gas at $10 per Mcf over the next ten years would not be in the best interest
of utility customers. Hedging creates the risk that a utility and its customers will pay
above-market prices.78
3. The optimal hedging plan depends on utility customers’ tolerance for upside and
downside risks. A utility giving up the ability to take advantage of falling and
unexpected price declines, for example, is a real cost of hedging for utility
customers.
76

The following discussion borrows heavily from Costello 2011.

77

Proposers of UOGR and other vertical-arrangement proposals contend that long-term
hedging through ownership of gas reserves or purchases from an affiliate at a cost-based price would
achieve both more stable prices and lower long-term expected price; i.e., through vertical
arrangements, long-term hedging would require no or minimal cost. One interpretation is that hedging
can be a “free unc ” act ty, w c by tse f s u d be subject t scrut ny by a c mm ss n.
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An example is when a utility purchases a futures contract in the summer to hedge for the
following winter at a price higher than the actual winter cash or market price. Another example is when
a utility sells a put option and the buyer exercises it when the market price falls below the strike price.
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4. People and entities purchase insurance generally only for adverse events that have
substantial consequences (e.g., auto accident, house fire or invasion, expensive
jewelry, death or serious injury). A fundamental question is whether gas hedging
protects against events that are consequential enough to warrant the costs. First, it
is uncertain how much value utility customers place on more stable prices, or the
avoidance of extremely high prices.79 Second, the ex post costs in some real-world
experiences have ostensibly far exceeded the benefits that customers have received
from utility hedging.80 Even in other instances, in which hedging costs are moderate,
hedging may not be a bargain for utility customers.
5. In mitigating upward gas price spikes, utilities should strive to manage regret or
rigidity in the downward movement in price.81 In view of our optimistic gas supply
situation, this objective is particularly critical in the future.82 A potentially large cost
of hedging is the inability of a utility to take advantage of falling gas prices. 83 Thus,
the decision whether and how to hedge, in addition to seeking protection against
upward price sp kes, s u d a s m t “ sses” n a fa ng pr ce en r nment.84
6. Regulators want utilities to hedge to protect their customers from high prices. The
benefits must relate to the willingness of customers to pay for less price risk. One
plausible benefit derives from customers knowing that they will not have to pay
extremely high prices for natural gas during the winter heating season. This
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One could legitimately ask the following questions: Although perhaps at most an
inconvenience for most households and businesses in that less money is available to spend on other
goods and services, high gas bills can be economically devastating to some, namely, low-income
households; that is, inflict large real income loss for these customers. So are we then addressing only a
low-income problem? Or, is the problem more broad-based affecting all or the majority of customers,
who may be risk averse in the sense that they would be willing to pay a non-minimal amount for more
stable prices and, in the process, avoid having to pay extremely high gas bills during the winter months?
80

See, for example, Costello 2011.
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See, for example, Costello 2013; and Gettings 2010.
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There are divergent views on how low natural gas prices will go given our optimistic future
supply situation.
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This cost is not inherent in hedging; it is just a feature of a fixed-price strategy.
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See, for example, Gettings 2010.
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“ nsurance” benef t s d ff cu t t measure.85 Regulators should require their utilities,
however, to make their best effort to measure this benefit as accurately as possible.
7. Hedging can have different objectives. They can include locking in a certain price,
confining prices within a specified range, or protecting against price spikes.
8. Hedging has different costs. They include transaction costs86, premiums for call
options, losses from closed positions (e.g., futures contracts, put options), brokerage
fees, margin and collateral requirements87, personnel or consulting fees for hedging
expertise, the cost of computer software, and risks from price-forecast errors, faulty
hedging strategies and poor judgment.
9. The challenge for utilities and regulators is to determine whether the actual and
potential costs of hedging are less than the benefits. Hedging benefits as well as
some of the costs are difficult to quantify. Both utilities and regulators must judge
the amount of hedging and the hedging instruments to use in a specific market and
other situations, let alone determine whether any hedging is optimal. Hedging is a
85

In pract ce, t s d ff cu t and e pens e f r ut t es t acqu re data n w muc t e “a erage
cust mer” w u d be w ng t pay for the utility to hedge and, therefore, to determine whether hedging
costs are commensurate with the benefits. In addition, not knowing the degree and nature of
cust mers’ preference f r pr ce stab ty a s makes t ard f r b t t e ut ty and t e regu at r t
determine the right mix of hedging instruments. For example, if evidence points to customers
concerned with avoiding catastrophic prices, such as natural gas prices above $8 per Mcf, then futures
contracts might be the preferred financial instrument, rather than swaps, collars and options. If the
objective is to avoid extremely high prices but to allow the utility some flexibility if market prices
decline, the optimal approach for a utility might be to purchase call options (assuming that they are not
overly expensive) with a strike price of $8.
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All of the financial instruments have transaction costs. They also involve a shifting of risk
from the utility to, say, speculators that operate in derivative markets. To the extent speculators take
on more risk, they expect to be compensated accordingly. This cost is more indirect and, thus, difficult
to quantify, but it is no less real. In short, by having a hedging plan that contains financial instruments,
the utility will incur transaction costs and risk-compensation costs. These are the costs that a utility
could avoid by not hedging. Differences among the hedging tools are evident. Call options, for example,
requ re t e upfr nt payment f a “prem um,” and futures c ntracts requ re a marg n acc unt. F r
vertical arrangements, transaction costs can include the time and effort exerted to negotiate a joint
venture agreement and then for the utility to monitor the agreement to ensure that its interests are not
jeopardized. Utility management costs to carry out these tasks can be substantial.
87

When natural gas prices decline, for example, the counterparty to the utility often requires
collateral from the utility to compensate for the risk of the utility not paying the transacted price and,
instead, purchase lower-pr ced gas fr m s me ne e se. T e c atera , referred t as a “marg n ca ”,
could be cash or a letter of credit.
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complex activity that requires expertise and good judgment. Without these
attributes, a utility can easily design and execute a hedging plan that is harmful to
customers.
10. Hedging frequently produces losses. Regulators should not expect losses, however,
to be large for almost all years. Regulators should also not expect hedging to lower
a ut ty’s purc ased gas c sts er a mu t -year period. Instead, hedging would tend
to cause customers to pay higher prices over the long term and in most years, but at
the benefit of protecting customers against “unacceptab e” prices or price volatility.
Good hedging strategies balance price risk with the risk of hedging itself.88 The
latter risk includes “regret,” n w c after-the-fact the utility and its customers
would have been better off without hedging. Hedging also introduces other new
risks like counterparty risk and collateral obligations.
11. The utility’s interest might not coincide with customers’ interest. The utility might
have a lower price-risk tolerance than customers do. The utility also might lack
strong incentives to design a least-cost plan or a plan that maximizes customer
benefits. Hedging, given the incentives utilities face, requires active regulatory
involvement upfront.89 Bad incentives lead to subpar utility performance. If
regulators are unable to provide utilities with good incentives, they should think
seriously about whether utilities should hedge at all, unless they have the ability to
adequately e a uate t e s undness f a ut ty’s edg ng strategy.
12. Utilities should achieve the desired price stability at least cost. Some utilities, for
example, might prefer swaps and futures over call options, which they deem too
costly relative to their benefits.90 For longer-term hedging, the choice narrows down
to physical contracts with an independent entity and a vertical arrangement.
One historical note is that utilities have actively hedged since the beginning of this
century. Pressures from state commissions in addition to the frequency of volatile wholesale
gas pr ces arge y e p a n ut t es’ w ngness t edge. A maj r m t at r f r ut t es t edge
is protection against volatile gas prices for which regulators might hold them accountable.
Regulators assume the role of a customer agent n demand ng m derate pr ce r sk. Ut t es’
hedging activities seem driven by the desire to minimize cost disallowances that might result
from regulatory actions.91
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Gettings 2010.
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See, for example, Costello 2014.
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Costello and Cita 2001.
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Costello 2011.
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B.

Hedging options

Most state commissions and utilities today place some importance on mitigating price
volatility. Utilities can use different approaches to achieve this goal: (1) staggering of contracts,
(2) financial hedging instruments, (3) storage, (4) portfolio diversification and management, (5)
long-term physical contracts with an independent entity that contain a fixed price or specified
price range, and (6) vertical arrangements; for example, utility ownership of gas reserves and
gas purchases from an affiliate.92
Utilities hedge in different ways, even those located in the same state.93 The best
strategy for an individual utility depends on several factors, including hedging objectives,
market conditions, t e ut ty’s size, commission policy on hedging, and the costs and
availability of physical and financial hedges.94 These factors warrant utilities along with their
commissions to periodically review hedging strategies following changed market conditions and
updated information.95

V.

Different Commercial Transaction Arrangements

There are three distinct categories of commercial transactions: spot market, contracting,
and internal organization. The last category, the focus of this paper, occurs when a firm is
vertically integrated and looks to itself rather than the market for purchases of required inputs,
like natural gas for electric generation and for resale to households and businesses.
A.

Spot-market trades

Spot-market trades are extremely short-term transactions for which prices depend
largely on short-run supply and demand. Spot trades involve the trading of a commodity for
immediate or near-term use. For natural gas, these transactions involve sales within the
following 30 days; that is, a utility will use the spot market to buy natural gas for the next day or
month.
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Ibid.
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See, for example, Costello 2011; and Ryan 2015.
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Physical hedges include stored gas, a diversified gas portfolio, and long-term contracts that
have fixed prices. Financial hedges include futures contracts, options and bilateral over-the counter
(OTC) financial instruments. Futures contracts are derivatives of physical commodities while options on
futures are themselves derivatives of futures contracts. The value of a financial instrument derives from
a cash market commodity, futures contract, or other financial instruments. Parties trade these
instruments on regulated exchange markets or over-the-counter.
95

Costello 2011.
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Spot-market trades provide flexibility to the buyer in balancing supply with demand.
They also require repeated trading, which over time can drive up transaction costs. 96 Welldeveloped day-ahead and monthly spot markets for natural gas have thrived since the late
1980s. The U.S. has several spot markets with a large number of sellers and buyers transacting
natural gas and other services.97
A spot market usually has several pipeline interconnections. Spot transactions based on
standardized North American Standards Board (NAESB) contracts provide individual buyers with
much assurance of a re ab e supp y. Supp ers make a “best eff rt” t provide gas.
Spot prices, in addition to reflecting short-term supply-and-demand movements, also
depend on anticipated future prices. Because gas is a commodity, spot prices can change
quickly and fluctuate widely, with the timing of gas purchases affecting a ut ty’s actua gas
costs. Several factors can influence the spot price of gas, including production cost, storage
levels, economic conditions, weather, pipeline capacity, and random shocks (e.g., events in the
Middle East or government legislation affecting oil prices).
In sum, spot-market gas purchases are short term in duration and consummated at the
then-current (or roughly current) market prices on a monthly, weekly, or daily basis. Because
spot-market prices are ever changing and depend on supply and demand, and market
conditions, they can be susceptible to significant fluctuations. Since the shale phenomenon,
however, spot prices have become less volatile, especially on the upside.98 Highly liquid
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Nobel Prize winner Ronald Coase defines transaction costs as the following:
[T]here were costs of using the pricing mechanism. What the prices are have to
be discovered. There are negotiations to be undertaken, contracts to be drawn
up, inspections to be made, arrangements to be made to settle disputes, and so
on. These costs have come to be known as transaction costs. Their existence
implies that methods of coordination alternative to the market, which
themselves are costly and in various ways imperfect, may nonetheless be
preferab e t re y ng n t e pr c ng mec an sm… [Emp asis added]
[Coase 1994, 7-8.]
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U.S. gas spot markets have low transaction costs. The spot market for natural gas is a highly
integrated one, especially between the East Coast and central regions. Co-integration of regional prices
confirms what economists ca t e “ aw f ne pr ce.” T s aw refers t t e g c rre at n f pr ces
across regions. Analysts can apply statistical techniques to test the hypothesis of co-integration. With
co-integration, arbitrage effectively narrows regional price differences to transportation and transaction
costs. See, for example, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 2010, 13.
98

The reason is that in the pre-shale gas era gas prices were highly sensitive to fluctuating
demand, given gas-supply scarcity. [See, for example, Costello et al. 2005.] Because of a quicker and
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markets, such as for spot gas, allow buyers to easily and at low costs change suppliers and,
according to some observers, eliminate the need for long-term contracts and vertical
arrangements. This assertion, however, is far from widely accepted.
B.

Long-term contracting

Contracting represents what ana ysts ca an “ n-between” transact n f r w c the
seller and buyer rely on markets, but they desire more certainty in price and other attributes of
a trading arrangement than available in a spot-market trade. Contracting has several
dimensions that are negotiated between the buyer and seller, with the outcome largely
dependent on current and future market conditions, the risk aversion of the buyer and seller,
and the relative bargaining strength of each party.
Contracting involves the utility making decisions on the duration of a contract, the
original price level and the pricing mechanism, the options for changing the purchase price and
volume over time, and other terms and conditions. To enhance the price stability of its gas
portfolio and reduce exposure to the volatility of the spot market, many utilities rely on shortterm fixed price contracts. These contracts typically provide gas at fixed prices for a period of
two years or less.99
In sum, long-term contracting represents a transaction in which the seller and utility
want more certainty in price over the next several years than what spot-market transactions
can offer. The negotiating parties also might want to customize other non-price terms in
conformance with their unique needs. T e part es’ r sk a ers n, as we as market c nd t ns,
p ays a arge r e n a c ntract’s neg t ated terms. E dence f r sk a ers n s t e g er pr ce
that a buyer would be willing to pay to have more stability of price over time.
C.

Vertical integration

As noted by Paul Joskow,
Vertical integration represents an alternative governance structure to bilateral contracts
for mediating the supply of a product that requires specific investments to support cost
minimizing exchange. Rather than fiddling with contractual protections to mitigate the
inherent conflicts of interest that may arise between independent buyers and sellers in
the presence of specific investments, and dealing with other distortions and rigidities
that such contracts may entail, the buyer may choose instead to integrate backward (or

more intense response on the supply side to market price changes, shale gas has caused prices to be less
volatile.
99

See, for example, Aether Advisors LLC 2015.
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the seller integrate forward) into the supply of the input at issue (or sale of the
downstream good).100 [Emphasis added]
Joskow is basically saying that contracting can cause high transaction costs, especially in
situations where, during its duration, at least one of the parties may find it advantageous to
breach or terminate the contract that could impose damage on the other party.
A number of conditions are conducive to vertical integration: Technical
interdependency (economies of scope101), market failures, high transaction costs for market
trades, structural imperfections, and uncertainty about input supply. Integration can reduce
transaction costs and better harmonize interests (buyer and seller),102 allowing for an efficient
decision process. On the down side, a firm increases its risk when it extends its domain to
upstream non-core business (e.g., gas production). Another negative aspect involves
integration between two affiliates when one of them is subject to price regulation (a matter
that we will come back to later). None of the reasons in support of vertical integration, as
discussed later, seems particularly valid for utilities procuring their natural gas within the utility
itself or the holding company.103
D.

What does economic theory say?

Economic theory has much to say about the preferred commercial structure for gas
procurement. Specifically, transaction cost economics (TCE) offers predictions of the most
efficient and likely arrangements for gas procurement. Transaction costs are costs (excluding
100

Joskow 2005, 333.
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Economies of scope measure the difference between the sum of the cost for providing
regulated and unregulated service by separate entities and the cost to one firm (e.g., utility, holding
company) providing both services. High transaction costs from market trading, for example, can justify a
firm looking inward to supply an essential input (i.e., vertically integrate). Alternatively, some
economists use the term economies of sequence, which are cost reductions resulting from a single firm
vertically integrating two or more distinct business activities; for example, a firm producing steel to
make widgets that it sells on the open market).
102

As stated by Joskow (2005, 321),
T e p tent a ad antage f nterna rgan zat n… s t at nterna rgan zat ns are ke y
t better arm n ze…c nf ct ng nterests and pr de f r a sm t er and ess c st y
adaptation process under [certain] circumstances, facilitating more efficient ex ante
investment in the relationship and more efficient adaptation to changing supply and
demand c nd t ns er t me.”
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Integration can include a utility owning gas reserves but contracting with an operator to drill
and produce the gas; and a utility having a gas division or subsidiary that operates the gas wells.
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the price) that firms and consumers incurred in consummating a trade. They include the costs
of trading parties to find each other and then to negotiate, draft, monitor, and enforce
contracts. Studies have found them to be good predictors of the prevalent commercial
structure (spot markets, long-term contracting, and vertical integration) across a variety of
markets.
Transaction cost-based theories of vertical integration pioneered by Oliver Williamson
focus on the implications of incomplete contracts, asset specificity104, information
imperfections, incentives for opportunistic behavior, and the costs and benefits of internal
organization.105 These theories address the efforts by firms to mitigate transactions costs and
various contractual hazards that may arise with transactions in the open market. These efforts
include choosing among alternative organizational and contractual governance arrangements
that enable them to reduce these costs.106 There is substantial empirical support for these
theories.
According to Williamson, vertical integration (or internal organization) is a last resort
that firms should only consider with significant contract hazards and transaction costs.107 The
transaction costs associated with contracting derive from: (1) search and information
acquisition, (2) initial negotiation, (3) monitoring, (4) enforcement, (5) haggling at contract
renewal, and (6) deviation of evolving market conditions from contract terms and conditions.
When these costs are high relative to the transaction costs of vertical integration, contracting
104

Asset specificity refers to a characteristic of an investment that has an alternative value
much lower than its value in its original use. This condition makes investments vulnerable to "hold up"
or "opportunism" by the buyer. A seller, for example, might receive lower revenues because the buyer
threatens to terminate a contract if not offered, during the duration of the contract, a lower price or
other more favorable terms and conditions. The seller might agree to a lower price if only because
other buyers would assign less value to its product. One classic example of asset specificity is a coal
mine that is located next to an electric generating facility. The mine has really only one buyer, so it
would likely require a commitment from the utility to purchase its coal over several years. See, for
example, Joskow 1987.
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See Joskow 2005; and Williamson 1979 and 1996.
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Neoclassical economics generally viewed vertical integration downstream and upstream as
being unnecessary for a firm to produce at minimum cost in the absence of technological relationships
that physically joined production between plants. Instead, the presumption was that vertical
integration, and non-standard vertical contractual arrangements more broadly, reflect efforts by firms
to exploit market power. Thus, reactions to or efforts to create market power were the fundamental
bases for neoclassical theories of vertical integration. One example is oil producers vertically integrating
with pipelines because of the "rent extraction" activities of a monopsonistic pipeline. See, for example,
Klein et al. 1978, 310-13.
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Williamson 1996, Chapter 4.
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becomes less attractive. As a preliminary observation, these conditions do not seem to hold for
utilities procuring natural gas.
1.

Specific insights from TCE

Transaction cost economics (TCE) predicts the market conditions under which vertical
integration is a preferred institutional arrangement over long-term contracting and spot market
transactions. When asset specificity, sunk costs, and a high degree of complexity (e.g., the
buyer requires a product to have exact specifications of a high technical nature) characterize a
trade, vertical integration can become the most efficient alternative.108 As the contractual
process becomes highly complex, for example, a firm might turn to self-supply a required input
rather than purchasing it in the marketplace to avoid the high transaction costs in negotiating,
monitoring and enforcing a complex contract. On the other hand, firms should be less vertically
integrated as the cost of using the marketplace to purchase an input decreases. For example, a
more liquid wholesale gas market would increase the attractiveness of spot markets relative to
long-term contracting and vertical integration.
Regulators should ask whether the rationales for UOGR and utility purchase of gas from
an E&P affiliate are compatible with conditions conducive to vertical integration as predicted by
TCE. The insights gleamed from TCE are many, which can help regulators determine the degree
of compatibility:
1. Simple spot transactions afford much flexibility and minimal commitments of
parties, but can discourage companies from making certain investments because of
hold-up or opportunism.109
2. Contracting attempts to attenuate such hold-up problems by defining acceptable
behavior (e.g., no breaching of a contract by the seller when the market price
unexpectedly increases) at the outset of a relationship.
3. When the hazards of spot markets and contractual exchange are severe, vertical
integration offers potential ownership and governance advantages.110
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Other conditions favoring vertical integration include uncertainty of outcomes and smallnumbers trading (i.e., a non-competitive market). The latter condition means that a firm may want to
vertically integrate to avoid being victimized by high prices from the exercise of market power.
109
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H d up r pp rtun sm s an attempt t nf uence terms f trade n ne party’s fa r.
As remarked in one study:

According to transactions cost theory, when exchange involves significant investments in
relationship-specific capital, an exchange relationship that relies on repeated bargaining is
unattractive. Once the investments are sunk in anticipation of performance, "hold- up" or
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4. Costs associated with monitoring contracts would not exist with some forms of
vertical integration; that is, the incentive problems and risk-bearing costs of
contracting can decrease with vertical integration.
5. The costs of vertical integration are bureaucratic inefficiencies from the incentive
problem and the limited capacity of management to undertake additional activities;
these inefficiencies plague most large organizations.111
6. Relationship-specific investments usually require a long-term commitment by the
user.112 The potential for opportunism in the absence of a long-term commitment
could lead to underinvestment.113
7. TCE emphasizes ex post adaptation issues and associated bargaining and
performance costs, recognizing that these costs also affect incentives for

"opportunism" incentives are created ex post which, if mechanisms cannot be designed to
mitigate the parties' ability to act on these incentives, could make a socially cost-minimizing
transaction privately unattractive at the contract execution stage.

[Joskow 1987, 169.]
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A vertically integrated firm incurs costs when self-supplying one of its inputs. These costs
include contracting with employees and supervising them. Buying the input in the marketplace requires
the firm to contract with sellers and monitor the quality of the input. These are the transaction costs of
buying an input in the marketplace. Competitive pressure would induce firms to minimize their costs by
selecting the cheaper alternative between buying and self-supplying the input.
112

Ec n m sts s met mes refer t t ese n estments as “ded cated assets” w ere t e nvestor
would not undertake them but for the chance to sell their product to a single buyer. See, for example,
Joskow 1987.
113

This example is most applicable to the natural gas sector when a shipper, such as a gas utility
or electricity generator, requires a new pipeline or lateral off a main line. Here, the pipeline owner
might demand a long-term contract with explicit terms and conditions to compensate for its
vulnerability from serving only a single customer. The customer might exploit her advantage by
threatening not to transport gas over the pipeline unless given a lower price or other more favorable
conditions. The pipeline owner may also leverage its position at the expense of the shipper. If
contracting becomes too cumbersome or costly, for example, the shipper may decide to own and
operate the new pipeline; that is, the shipper could avoid having to deal with an outside party to obtain
transportation service.
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investment; it stresses the problems of incomplete contracts, relationship-specific
investments, and opportunism.114
8. Empirical and theoretical studies confirm the importance of transaction costs in
determining the most efficient commercial structure.115 When the transactions
costs associated with spot market transactions and non-standard bilateral
contractual arrangements reaches a certain threshold, for example, vertical
integration becomes a potential alternative governance structure with lower
transaction costs.
9. Which category of commercial structure — spot, contracting, or vertical
integration—is consummated, as well as which is most efficient, depends on the
conditions surrounding a transaction. For example, when asset specificity, sunk
costs, and a high degree of complexity (e.g., the buyer requires a product to have
exact specifications of a high technical nature) characterize a trade, vertical
integration can become the preferred alternative. As the contractual process itself
becomes highly complex, a firm might also decide that producing an essential input
internally rather than purchasing it in the marketplace avoids the high transaction
costs associated with contracting. On the other hand, firms become less vertically
integrated as the cost of using the marketplace to purchase a good or service
decreases.
10. One condition making long-term contracting or vertical integration more attractive is
an underdeveloped or dysfunctional spot, futures, and other financial-derivatives
markets. When spot markets are immature and illiquid, and financial derivatives are
unavailable, long-term contracts and vertical integration to hedge price and supply
become more appealing. Almost all industry observers believe that these conditions
114

Incomplete contracts, moral hazard problems, costs associated with internal and external
monitoring are central to transaction cost theories. Incomplete contracts exclude the obligations of
each party to a contract in certain states of the future.
115

Transaction costs play a crucial role in determining the attractiveness of long-term physical
contracts relative to financial instruments. Futures and options contracts have low transactions costs
because of their trading in a centralized exchange. A utility, for example, would incur less time and
effort to sell a futures contract when market conditions change than to renegotiate or terminate a
bilateral physical or financial contract under the same conditions. The futures market is a liquid market
with a large number of willing buyers and sellers. (A market is liquid when selling and buying occur with
minimal effect on price, or at low transaction costs.) Renegotiation of a physical contract, on the other
hand, can lead to high costs for the parties. (The longer the term of the contract, e.g., 15 years, the
more it will probab y c st t reneg t ate t e c ntract’s terms.) A t ug a p ys ca c ntract as t s
liability, compared to a standardized futures contract it has the benefit of customizing terms and
conditions to the specific needs of the negotiating parties. Overall, although physical and financial
contracts are interchangeable, they are not perfect substitutes.
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for the natural gas sector do not hold in the U.S.: The country has well-functioning
spot markets and an active financial-derivative market for natural gas. Yet, because
financial derivatives are short term and long-term contracts are presumably not
available, long-term hedging in the form of vertical arrangements might be able to
fill this gap.
11. Robust, liquid wholesale gas markets have made spot purchases more economical.
The striking trend away from long-term contracting during the past 30 years is the
result of the natural-gas industry becoming more open and competitive. The
shifting of trade toward shorter-term arrangements, for both gas supplies and
transportation, is compatible with the dramatic change in the market environment
that has occurred over this period of time.116
12. Self-supply through vertical integration involves a utility procuring its gas either
within a division of the utility or through an affiliate. One example is an electric
utility that supplies itself with natural gas from wells that it owns. Another example
is a gas utility buying gas from a marketing affiliate. One challenge for a vertically
integrated firm is to avoid higher organizational costs from taking on new activities
internally.117 A firm, for example, might decide to produce the materials needed to
make widgets. Management of the firm, which now involves itself with a distinctly
different activity that requires new acumen and knowledge, might pay less attention
to its core activities.
2.

Positives of different commercial arrangements

Spot gas purchases have the advantage of allowing the utility the opportunity to buy
cheap gas, since the utility faces no restrictions based on a long-term commitment. Under
long-term contracting, the utility would face a more secured gas supply and more stable prices,
and have available a long-term hedge. Compared with spot purchases, long-term contracting
would avoid transaction costs associated with repeated purchases. It could also lessen the
short-run demand or supply shocks from a volatile spot market. Because contracts can provide
revenue assurances to producers, the utility might be able to negotiate a favorable price.118
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In line with TCE, these changes have lowered the relative transaction costs of shorter-term
trading arrangements. The market participants seem to be acting rationally in their preference toward
shorter-term transactions as the natural-gas market has evolved. See, for example, Costello 2005; and
Doane and Spulber 1994.
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See, for example, Williamson 1979.
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Favorable pricing by the seller can offer the utility discounts in return for a long-term
commitment. This condition can exist when the seller is more risk-averse than the utility by placing a
higher value on price stability. What price a utility should pay for gas under contract, and its
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Vertical arrangements can help secure gas supply and stable prices, and generally act as
a long-term, quasi-hedge.119 The emphasis of TCE has been on looking for other than
traditional vertical and horizontal externality, foreclosure, uncertainty and risk allocation
explanations for vertical arrangements.
Two non-traditional explanations are that internal organizational processes are likely to
(1) better harmonize conflicting interests that are inherent in typical long-term contracting and
(2) provide for a smoother and less costly adaptation under certain circumstances (e.g., a highly
unexpected development in gas markets). A vertical arrangement can then facilitate more
efficient ex ante investment in the relationship and more efficient adaptation to changing
supply and demand conditions over time. In plain language, this means that when conditions
change unexpectedly, or are unanticipated, a vertical arrangement can produce more efficient
investments and a less distortive outcome than from contracts. Incomplete contracts, for
example, can lead to opportunistic behavior or a breach of an agreement that continues to be
collectively beneficial but not to all parties.
3.

Negatives of different commercial arrangements

Each kind of commercial arrangement has drawbacks. First, Spot purchases are
susceptible to volatile prices, and they provide no guarantee of a secured long-term gas
supply.120 Long-term contracts are a financial liability for the utility, viewed by investment
rating institutions as debt equivalence (or imputed debt).121 Utilities have also argued that they
are not widely available, they pose credit/counterparty risks, and are susceptible to
opportunism or default risk122 by the gas operator. They can also have a high transaction cost
relationship to the spot price, depends on the relative price-risk aversion of the seller and buyer. If a
buyer exhibits more risk aversion than a seller, for example, the buyer would tend to pay more than the
spot price (e.g., expected average spot price over the next ten years) to reduce price uncertainty. A
buyer operating in a non-liquid spot market might also pay a premium for contracted gas to protect
against possible regional supply shortages.
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As discussed later, the hedge is quasi in nature since the price and the quantity subject to
the hedge are not known with certainty.
120

When pipeline bottlenecks are the cause of gas supply curtailments, neither long-term
contracts nor vertical integration can guarantee gas supply.
121

Debt equivalence is a measure of the financial risk shifted to a utility when it enters into a
long-term c ntract b gat ng t t buy, f r e amp e, fue r purc ase p wer. It can je pard ze a ut ty’s
creditworthiness if the utility makes no financial adjustments to its capital structure. See, for example,
The Brattle Group 2008.
122

Default risk, for example, under a long-term agreement can occur when market conditions
vary from what the seller anticipated at the time of signing. See, for example, Benton 2015, 18.
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for contract negotiation, renegotiation and enforcement,123 and potentially reduce
opportunities for utilities to buy cheap gas on the spot market.124
Long-term contracts are able to reduce supply and price risks, but over time they may
diverge from the prevailing economic or market value of natural gas under various market
conditions. Long-term physical supply contracts would still, to some extent, reflect market
price volatility as long-term, fixed-price gas supply arrangements are rarely available. If a fixed
price contract is available, the risk is that the gas-supplier counterparty could default if gas
prices increase above the ex ante anticipated price and the buyer would have to replace that
supply in the spot market.
Vertical integration, which is the focus of this paper, poses risk because of the lack of
utility expertise in a non-core activity. It also receives negative marks for an internal utility
incentive problem, managerial diseconomies, the risk of gas production being less than
expected levels, lost opportunities for the utility to buy cheap gas on the spot market, and
potential self-dealing abuse from the perspective of utility customers. When a utility is
vertically integrated with an affiliate in its organizational structure, for example, the purchase of
gas from its affiliate does not represent an "arm's-length" transaction. The expenditure may
therefore not reflect a reasonable cost. Because of the close relationship between the utility
and its affiliate, regulatory commissions must carefully scrutinize the transaction to determine
whether expenses are reasonable. In a transaction not conducted at arm's-length, the
regulator cannot presume the costs incurred are reasonable.
4.

Comparison of commercial structures

Table 1 lists the positive and negative attributes of the three commercial structures previously
discussed. One conspicuous observation is that the arguments in support of a vertical
arrangement for gas procurement seem less than persuasive. The suggestion, short of
regulatory prohibition of vertical arrangements, is for a commission to make a rebuttable
presumption that a vertical arrangement is contrary to the public interest. The commission
should be open, however, to the evidence provided by the utility, which on a case-specific basis
might show that utility customers would benefit.
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Contracts may be incomplete because of the direct costs of specifying and writing contracts
that anticipate all contingencies. What economists call "bounded rationality" makes it unlikely that the
transacting parties can foresee all possible contingencies.
124

Although utilities seem to understate the “lost opportunit es” n t e r pr p sa s f r ert ca
arrangements, it is a downside of long-term contracts or any arrangement that offers more stable prices
than spot-market prices.
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Table 1: Positive and Negative Features of Different Commercial Structures
Commercial
Positive
Structure/Feature
Spot purchase

Low transaction costs in a
liquid market
Utility gets the benefit of a
low market price
Minimal commitment by
both seller and buyer
Parties have flexibility
Reference price for futures
and multiple transactions

Contracting with an Long-term (quasi) hedge
independent entity Avoidance of repeated
purchases
More secured supply
Assured revenues triggering
needed investments

Negative

Comments

Risks of high prices
during a supplyconstrained situation

Spot markets have become the predominate
form of gas procurement since the late
1980s

Contrary to
utility/regulator
preference for stable
prices

Most utilities rely heavily on the spot market
but complement it with physical contracts
and financial derivatives in their gas
portfolios

Transaction costs from
repeated purchases

Potential for contract
price deviating far from
the market price
Counterparty/credit risk
Collateral requirement
Debt equivalence
High transaction costs
under complex
conditions

Long-term arrangements are rare
Gas producers reluctant to commit long term
because of possible opportunity losses from
rising prices
More secured supply (relative to spot
purchases) probably overstated because of
liquid spot markets and incidence of supply
problems caused largely by transportation
constraints

Ex post renegotiation

Vertical
arrangement (e.g.,
UOGR, gas
purchases from an
E&P affiliate)

Lower transaction cost than
complex contractual
arrangements
Economies of scope or
integration
Long-term (quasi) hedge
Potentially more effective
than contracting in dealing
with incomplete contracts,
asset specificity, and
opportunistic behavior

Potential for self-dealing
abuse
Limited supply options
and market deals
Risk from utility engaged
in non-core activities
Managerial
diseconomies

Conditions conducive to vertical
arrangements d n’t seem t
d f r gas
procurement by utilities
Regulators need to beware of both (1) selfdealing and (2) risk-shifting aspects of
vertical arrangements
Dubious benefits to utility customers relative
to corporate shareholders
The only commercial structure for gas
procurement where the utility or an affiliate
can increase its earnings
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VI.

The Challenges for Utilities

Historically, a major regulatory decision is to define and measure a reasonable price for
a product or service purchased by a utility from a subsidiary or through some other vertical
arrangement. For affiliate or other nonmarket transactions, or in the lexicon of economists and
accountants, transfer prices usually apply to products or services charged by one segment of an
organization to another segment of the same organization.
Genera y, transfer pr ces fa uts de an arm’s-length bargaining process. They are
commonly artificial prices established by a firm to allocate costs among divisions or
subsidiaries, or in pricing outside the normal channels of the marketplace; for example, the
price charged to utility customers based on gas produced from utility-owned reserves. The
prices for coal and information services from utility subsidiaries are two other examples.
A.

The price charged to utility customers

The price that utility customers pay for gas owned by the utility or purchased from an
affiliate can derive from different approaches. Unlike purchases using the market mechanism,
vertical arrangements require a proxy measure of prices that regulators must determine is in
the public interest.125 Listed below are five different approaches for setting prices for gas
purchases in a vertically integrated arrangement:
1. Fixed: When the fixed price deviates far from the market price, the incentive exists
for either the operator or the utility to renege. This is one reason why long-term,
fixed-price contracts are rare.
2. Cost of service: This pricing mechanism is the most common for natural gas under
vertical arrangements.126 It has the advantage of ensuring that prices are high
enough to avoid the incentive of a gas operator to renege on its agreement with the
utility because of cost increases or lower than expected productivity changes. These
contracts normally specify that the buyer will pay all operating costs, depreciation,
amortization, property and severance taxes, plus an allowance for profit. They
generally recognize explicitly that because pure cost-plus arrangements raise
incentive problems, they should include specific incentive provisions. For example,
the operator may lack a strong incentive to keep its costs down. It then becomes
imperative for the utility to monitor the operator to ensure efficiency in drilling and
production. The operator may also want to avoid lost opportunities by diverting
supplies to the market when the price rises. On the other side, the utility may also
125

See, for example, Joskow 1985.
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In fact, it may be the only mechanism used in either actual or proposed vertical
arrangements. It is somewhat puzzling why utilities have not considered other pricing mechanisms.
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have an incentive to renege if the market price of gas falls far below the agreedupon price.
3. Market-based: The market price approach treats the affiliate as if it were an entity
independent from the utility company. This method compares prices relating to the
transaction between a utility and an affiliate with those of comparable
enterprises.127 If a regulator does not find the affiliate's price reasonable, it can
impute a comparable price.128
4. Escalation or index-based: One challenge is how to index individual components of
drilling and production costs. When the indexed price moves deviates from the
economic costs of drilling, either the operator or the utility might have an incentive
to breach the agreement, which could lead to haggling and litigation. The advantage
of an indexed price over a fixed price or a cost of service price is that it accounts for
several important causes of changing supply prices, even though the indexed price
may not move in perfect parallel with the prices for competing sources.129 The
buyer might have a strong incentive to renege if the market value of gas falls
precipitously.130
5. Competitive bidding: The utility could issue an RFP to gauge the price at which
independent gas producers or marketers would be willing to sell natural gas. This
price can represent the highest price at which a utility is able to charge its customers
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This comparison makes much more sense for homogenous commodities like natural gas
than for commodities that have dissimilar qualities like coal. How would one, for example, compare the
price of coal from one source with a higher sulfur content and moisture content than coal from a
different source? For natural gas, comparable pricing can correlate with the Henry Hub future contracts,
adjusted for basis.
128

Although the actual price (i.e., transfer price) under vertical integration might differ from the
market price, it can rely on movements in the market price over time to set allowable annual price
changes.
129

Price escalator clauses in contracts protect producers from sales at below-market prices.
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To avoid bad incentives, indexing provisions in contracts often adjust prices so that the price
the seller receives is partially independent of his production decisions. If the seller beats the index, he
increases his profits; if the seller does not, his profits fall. Buyers generally recognize that cost-plus
profit contracts have poor incentive properties that can lead to inefficient production. See, for example,
Joskow 1985.
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from a vertically integrated arrangement.131 Competitive bidding also could reveal
w et er t e ut ty aff ate s tru y t e “best” gas supp er. 132
B.

The utility as an active and informed participant

In any vertically integrated arrangement in which the utility relies on an outside gas
operator, the utility must play an active role in protecting its interests.133 As remarked by
M dy’s In est r Service, utility investments in gas reserves are “a non-core activity which adds
c mp e ty t supp y arrangements, c ntractua agreements and regu at ry ers g t.”134

131

Competitive bidding allows the utility fewer opportunities to strategically exploit its
information and intelligence to unduly favor an affiliate. The ability of competitive bidding to mitigate
favoritism also depends on the design and operation of the bidding process. The RFP process should
attract a number of firms to bid; otherwise, over time one firm would tend to dominate. Where a
ut ty’s aff ate s a p tent a b dder, a regu at r may espec a y want t pay c se attent n t t e
selection process. A c mpet t e RFP pr cess w u d e p assure an arm’s-length transaction, especially
if a regulator assigns an outside referee or independent evaluator to review and assess the bids.
132

The final selection of bids may depend upon rankings of individual criteria and the total
score. The utility may apply a quantitative weighting scheme to rank the importance of each criterion;
alternatively, criteria may be evaluated and prioritized on a completely qualitative basis. Some of the
criteria, such as the E&P gas-operator experience, surety of gas reserves and creditworthiness, could be
judged by whether or not they satisfy some threshold. One decision rule is simply to add up the scores
for each bidder, weighted by the significance attached to each criterion, and rank the bidders based on
the weighted scores. We can express this so-called additive linear (i.e., decision) rule as:
Vj = Σwisi,,
where wi represents the weight assigned to the ith criterion and sij is the score ascribed to the jth bidder
for the ith weight. The aggregate score for each bidder (Vj) equals the bid for each criterion (for
example, the score given to a bidder for creditworthiness), summed across all criteria. The score is,
therefore, a weighted average score metric, where the weights represent the relative importance of
each criterion.
A certain degree of subjectivity and arbitrariness is inevitable in setting, prioritizing, and
weighting the criteria, and in the final evaluation of bids. These characteristics of the selection process
may offer self-dealing opportunities to the utility. The regulator and non-utility stakeholders, because of
asymmetr c nf rmat n, may t eref re f nd t d ff cu t t refute t e ut ty’s se ect n.
133

Two vital decisions, not discussed here, are the choice of a partner in a joint venture and the
gas basin from which gas will flow to the utility.
134

M

dy’s In est r Ser ce 2015, 1.
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One important utility funct n s t m n t r t e perat r’s perf rmance, espec a y f
the price is cost-based. In this instance, the operator would lack a strong incentive for efficient
gas operation. Because the operator has better information than the utility, it would be
difficult for the utility to detect and measure inefficiency on the part of the operator. 135
According to one study, the utility faces stiff challenges in ensuring that ownership of
gas reserves is successful:
The prize of lower natural gas prices, lower price volatility, lower risk supply, equitable
allocation of risks and rewards, combined with significant opportunities to grow the
capital base of investor-owned regulated utilities, is real but not given. It is critical that
regu ated ut ty e ecut es s mu tane us y s e b t t e “strategy” and
“ rgan zat na ” c a enges t at wn ng natura gas reser es and pr duct n present,
part cu ar y g en t e un que attr butes…136
The same study emphasizes the active role that a utility should play as a non-operating
partner :
[S]ome companies have chosen the common non-operating working-interest owner
role. H we er, t s s n t a “pass e n est r” r e. As per industry best practice, a nonoperating party is provided not only the opportunity but also the expectation to be an
active participant in many oil and gas activities within industry-standard joint operating
agreements (JOAs). While common industry practice is to refer to parties in JOAs as
“partners,” t is also industry practice that each party has the responsibility to ensure its
own interests are protected. Passive investing, especially in unconventional resources
where development never stops, is understood within the industry to not be a best
practice and w a m st certa n y n t ead t success… Regu ated ut ty eaders t at
choose to be non-operating partners still need to decide, before investing, how to build
the organizational capabilities to be a non-operating party that adds value through
active participation, as well as how to build the capabilities to ensure operators achieve
high performance (e.g., achieve industry learning curves).137
135

T e perat r’s act ns affect utc mes w e t e ut ty observes outcomes. The problem
for the utility is to distinguish between perf rmance fact rs under t e perat r’s c ntr and t se
outside its control. With an information advantage, the operator can exploit this asymmetry to its
advantage. Consequently, the operator can become lax and allow its costs to increase without the
utility knowing whether it was because of imprudence (e.g., poor management) or factors beyond its
control. The operator would have obvious reason to argue for the latter cause if the matter becomes
subject to scrutiny.
136

BRG Energy 2015, 7.
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Ibid., 9.
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C.

Determining the value of gas reserves

For UOGR arrangements, a utility would need to estimate the value of gas reserves. A
regulator would also want this information to compare the benefits of the gas reserves relative
to the cost obligations of utility customers.
The value of gas reserves depends on four major factors:
1. The estimated amount of recoverable gas in the ground and chances for recovery,
2. The estimated capital costs for drilling and production,
3. The expected operating costs, and
4. The forecasted market price for gas over the life of the reserves.
All of these factors are subject to uncertainty, requiring regulators to evaluate each of
them stochastically.138 As an observation, under most actual and proposed vertical
arrangements for gas procurement when the forecasts turn out to be wrong, most of the risk
falls on utility customers. Regulators might want to hold the utility more accountable for
erroneous forecasts. For example, they can consider setting a cap on the price of natural gas
that customers pay; or establishing a bound for how much the price charged to customers can
exceed the prevailing market price.139

VII.

Long-Term Vertical Arrangements Raise Serious Concerns

Long-term vertical arrangements for gas purchases by utilities raise a number of
questions about their effect on utility customers and the public interest. There are several
reasons for concern, some more serious than others.
A.

A false motive

First, the real motive for utilities seems to coincide with their financial interests. Three
motives come to mind: (1) grow the earnings of the utility, its affiliate or the holding company,
(2) benefit utility customers from long-term hedging, and (3) produce gas-cost savings to utility
customers. The evidence points to the first motive since the expected gas-cost savings
estimated by utilities is relatively small and even that may overstate the true savings (to be
138

In one case, for example, the level of gas reserves was a major issue, as it has a large effect
on the cost-effect eness f t e ut ty’s pr p sed pr gram. [Cars ey 2015.]
139

As mentioned earlier, Northwest Natural Gas has a sharing mechanism in its PGA that
prevents pass through of all gas-c st “ erruns” t ts cust mers.
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discussed next); and no good reason exists to believe that the long-term hedging benefits to
customers warrant the substantial efforts that utilities have made to consummate joint
agreements.
On the other hand, benefits to utility shareholders and utility holding companies seem
more immediate, certain and substantial. For UOGR where the utility places its investments in
gas reserves into rate base, the benefits are much more definitive for the utility than its
customers. In fact, the only surety is higher utility earnings. Another negative aspect of UOGR
from the perspective of utility customers is that the majority of the cost paid for by customers
is likely to be front-loaded while the benefits, if they exist, accrued to them slowly over the
later years, at least for a proposed UOGR in Virginia and probably others as well. 140
B.

Overstatement of gas-cost savings

Utilities proposing vertical integration and a long-term commitment usually cite gas-cost
savings to customers over time. Yet these savings are extremely small re at e t a ut ty’s t ta
purchased-gas costs. 141 Small savings are not surprising given the fact that wholesale gas
markets are competitive, with market prices expected to align closely, during most periods,
with the cost of producing gas.142
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Carsley 2015, 22.
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As mentioned earlier the Florida PSC gave approval to a request by the state’s argest ut ty,
allowing FPL to invest $191 million in a joint venture with PetroQuest Energy, Inc. The utility estimated
small savings for its customers — about $100 million over 30 years or two cents a month for the average
1,000-kilowatt-hour bill. In the WGL proposal, the utility estimated savings of about $84 million over the
20-year term (or on a present value basis a savings of roughly $21 million over the 20 years). This level
of savings is miniscule when compared to the total purchased gas costs of the utility. One utility,
Questar Gas, estimated gas savings of $1.27 billion from affiliate purchases. Much of this savings
occurred during the pre-shale gas period 2000-2008 when natural gas prices spiked because of depleting
conventional gas resources. Since 2008, however, Questar Gas has paid more for gas under the Wexpro
agreement than on the open market. [McKay 2014.]
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Savings over the long term would occur only if the gas field jointly owned by a utility or
owned by an affiliate is inframarginal in the sense that it would earn, over time, economic profits from
producing gas at a cost less than the market price. One then has to ask why a gas producer would agree
to sell gas at its cost of production to the utility instead of at the market price to other buyers. For
example, if the market price soared to, say, $20 per Mcf because of severe pipeline constraints, it would
be in the financial interest of the utility affiliate or the holding company to redirect gas to the open
market away from the utility buyer who, under a joint agreement, would pay a much lower price, say,
the cost-of-service price. The same incentive to renege on an agreement would also occur under a longterm contract with an independent entity. There is an apparent contradiction between the alleged
savings to utility customers and the rationale for a gas operator to sell gas at its cost of production.
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More dubious are predictions of gas prices 10-40 years out, which no one would dispute
as being highly speculative. The justification for gas reserve ownership must therefore rest with
reasons other than forecasted gas savings over time to utility customers. The following
statement by one utility (Black Hills/Colorado Electric Utility Company) seems to capture the
thoughts of other utilities proposing vertical arrangements of gas procurement:
The primary benefit of [our proposed program] is long-term price stability because it
narrows the range in gas supply costs. Because the current environment allows market
participants to purchase gas reserve interests at favorable prices and drill to make those
reserves productive, the [program] would allow the Company to establish a long-term
physical hedge against [future] market instability and volatility... A secondary benefit is
the reasonably anticipated potential savings for customers over the life of the
reserves.143
C.

Questionable benefits from long-term hedging

Although price stability would normally seem like a benefit, how valuable this would be
to utility customers is difficult to quantify and in itself highly speculative. What we have
observed in recent years are utilities suffering large losses from even short-term hedging.144
Analysts and some commissions are questioning whether utilities are over-hedging. While
losses are common, when hedging causes large losses constantly over a number of years
commissions should ask whether utilities should continue to hedge at the same levels that they
have in the past.145
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Vancas 2015, 32.
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See, for example, Carson and Kreilis 2015; and Costello 2011. Losses are essentially
calculated as the difference between the hedged price and the prevailing market price times the
amount of gas hedged. One conspicuous example is Florida electric utilities together suffering hedging
losses of over $6 billion between 2002 and 2015. [Walton December 1, 2015.] Other utilities have
losses of hundreds of millions of dollars over time, as well. These losses could have resulted from
inflexible hedging strategies, faulty hedging plans, failure to account for extreme events (e.g., lower than
recent historical wholesale gas prices), or unexpected events. An inflexible plan, for example, might
limit the ability of a utility to mitigate its hedging losses when events turn unfavorably against the utility.
An inflexible plan, in other words, makes t e ut ty’s edg ng ess adaptab e t c anged c nd t ns.
145

Events since 2008 have raised questions about the future of hedging by utilities. Projections
of more stable gas prices should reduce the benefits from hedging. The risk of dramatic increases in
w esa e gas c sts, e cept f r s rt per ds (e.g., “B ack Swans”), appears wer t an w at t as been
for the first half of this century. A Black Swan is a highly improbable event with three distinct
characteristics: it is unpredictable; it has a substantial effect; and, after the fact, analysts make the event
seem less random, and more predictable, than it was. [Costello 2011.]
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Another point is that if the share of gas under a vertical arrangement is so small relative
to a ut ty’s t ta gas needs, simple arithmetic would say that it would have a minimal effect on
the average cost of gas.146 The hedging benefit would therefore seem very small compared
with the cost of arranging the agreement and other transaction costs that a utility would incur.
It is puzzling that a utility would make all the necessary effort for such a miniscule benefit. One
conclusion is that the utility is making these arrangements, as argued earlier, more for its
benefit than customers'. Of course this is consistent with a utility acting rationally, but not in
the best interest of its customers. Commissions should start with this presumption when
evaluating vertical arrangements.
One can even ask whether the vertical arrangements in place and proposed by utilities
are pure hedges. They do not guarantee a fixed price or quantity.147 Even when the transfer
price is cost-based, the price charged can change over time, just like utility rates can vary. At
best vertical arrangements are a quasi-hedge with questionable benefits to utility customers.148
D.

Potential for self-dealing abuses

The vertical integration of utilities into gas production also poses the danger of
providing an opportunity for a utility or its holding company to evade the reach of rate-ofreturn (ROR) regulation.149 If a utility's operations falls under ROR regulation, but no oversight
exists over the price the utility pays for gas provided under a joint gas venture, then the utility
would be able to achieve the profits denied to it by ROR regulation. The utility could inflate the
price charged for its own gas above a competitive level. This would raise the accounting costs
to the regulated part of the utility, and permit a higher price to be charged either through a
rate redetermination hearing or through an automatic fuel cost adjustment mechanism. These
additional "costs" to the regulated operations, however, would be additional profits to the
firm's gas operations and the holding company.
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We previously mentioned that most proposed and in-place vertical arrangements for gas
procurements involve a small portion of the utility total gas needs.
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I want to thank Dr. David Dismukes for this insight.
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In fact, in one sense the vertical arrangements proposed by utilities resemble more of a
speculative than hedging activity: The utilities are betting that future natural-gas prices will increase
based on highly imperfect information, and then structure a long-term plan designed to achieve gas-cost
savings. I want to thank one reviewer for this insight.
149

See, for example, Posner 1969.
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Potentially, the utility could charge a price for electricity and natural gas, and profit from
electricity or natural gas, equivalent to that of an unregulated utility.150 Commissions would
have to be vigilant through monitoring and review of the gas costs under a vertical
arrangement to present such an outcome.
E.

Imbalanced risk allocation

From the perspective of utility customers vertical integration seems to be a high-risk
strategy. Under most proposals and actual plans, utility customers would be shouldering much
more risks than utility or holding-company shareholders. Vertical arrangements create several
risks. They include: (1) gas-production operating cost, (2) level of gas reserves and production
(e.g., “dry holes”), (3) liability and incomplete contractual agreement (leaving room for
opportunism or, more generally, bad behavior, (4) counterparty risk, and (5) regulatory-induced
risks, derived from less-than-full commission commitment, regulators knowing little about the
upstream side of the gas business and having to evaluate complex contract provisions.
The proposals for ownership of gas reserves seem to pose little risk for utilities but allow
them to profit from the rate-basing of the investment. Contrast this favorable outcome for the
utility with conventional cost recovery of gas costs, where the utility recovers dollar-for-dollar
its costs while earning no profit. This is true whether the utility purchases spot-market gas or
has a contract with an independent entity. Utility ownership adds another source of profit to
the utility. As stated by one utility, wners p f gas reser es a ws t an “add t na
opportunity for capital investment that will earn [a return on equity].151 M dy’s In est rs
Service describes ut ty n estments n gas reser es as a “new rate base strategy.”152
After reviewing different vertical-arrangement plans, it seems clear that customer risk is
excessive relative to utility or holding company risk. It is somewhat ironic that the major
apparent reason for vertical arrangements is to reduce upside price risk to utility customers
but, in the process, utilities are asking customers to take on new risks. Although an empirical
question, it is conceivable that utility customers could face higher risk from a vertical
arrangement that involves UOGR or a utility affiliate than from the absence of long-term
150

Structural separation does not eliminate the concern that a utility would have an incentive
to engage in self-dealing abuses. Consequently, behavioral rules (e.g., standard-of-conduct rules) would
need to accompany a structural-separation mandate. The social benefits from structural separation
partially rest on the degree of economies of scope between the regulated and the unregulated lines of
business.
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Washington Gas Light Company 2015, slide 10.
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As remarked by M dy’s In est r Ser ce (2015, 6), “[A]s a rate base asset, t e c sts f r gas
reserves earn utilities a margin and contribute a cash flow stream that incrementally boosts key financial
metr cs, suc as cas f w fr m perat ns (CFO) t debt.”
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hedging. A review of the vertical arrangement plans suggests that customers could very well
bear higher risk from an action that purports to protect those same customers from risk.
F.

Disputable role of vertical arrangements in a robust gas market

A final point is that liquid wholesale gas markets (which minimize gas supply risk153) plus
highly speculative forecasts of long-term gas prices severely weaken the case for utility
ownership of gas reserves or other vertical arrangements. A long-term commitment to buying
natural gas from a particular source at a specific price (or range of prices) seems incompatible
with an industry that has been successful over the past 25 years in moving away from long-term
contracts to short-term spot and other transactions. These transactions have greatly benefited
gas customers and have taken place in a well-functioning marketplace. As predicted by TCE,
vertical arrangements are less defensible when the market for a product or service is
competitive and well-functioning.

VIII. Advice to Regulators
Throughout the history of regulation, regulators have expressed their skepticism toward
vertical arrangements. There are good reasons for this and vertical integration of gas
procurement should pose no lesser concerns. Utilities should have a strong burden of proof
that gas-reserves ownership and other vertical arrangements benefit their customers in the
long term (if they are able to do that). Although it is clear how these arrangements can
mutually benefit utilities, their affiliate, and utility holding companies, the benefits to utility
customers are less obvious.
A.

How much do utility customers benefit from long-term hedging?

Utilities proposing vertical arrangements are implicitly assigning a high value to longterm edg ng. T s a ue may n t ref ect cust mers’ percept n f benef ts. The large hedging
losses experienced by utilities in recent years suggest that they should consider cutting back on
hedging, rather than expanding their hedging on a long-term basis. Yet, the ultimate question
is how long-term hedg ng f t nt a ut ty’s gas-procurement portfolio.
In evaluating proposals for vertical arrangements, regulators should have some
understanding of the value that utility customers place on stable prices. Hedging is not a
costless activity, so the utility should provide evidence, other than conjecture, that customers
are willing to pay something for more stable prices over the long term. The vertical
arrangements discussed in this paper are all complex, involving substantial utility costs in
153

In general, natural gas supply and demand would equilibrate at an appropriate price to
balance the two. A higher price that results, for example, from increased demand is an example of price
risk, not supply risk.
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negotiating, executing, and enforcing and monitoring. Regulators should determine, as best
they can, that these costs are justifiable from the perspective of utility customers.
Regulators should therefore ask themselves three questions about long-term hedging,
which after consideration of everything comes down to the most legitimate reason for vertical
arrangements. First, what are the benefits and costs to customers from stable prices over
several years or even decades? Second, is the current time ripe for long-term hedging? Third,
what specific market and other conditions would make long-term hedging beneficial to utility
customers?154
B.

Are vertical arrangements in the public interest?
1.

Regulators beware

Regulators should therefore beware of long-term arrangements and give them close
scrutiny when proposed by utilities. They should try to determine the specific conditions that
m g t eg t m ze a ut ty’s involvement with the gas production business. Even if regulators
conclude that long-term hedging is appropriate, it should then ask whether a vertical
arrangement with an affiliated or independent gas operator is the best approach.
One conclusion reached in this paper is that the typical reasons for companies to
vertically integrate do not seem to hold for utilities in their procurement of natural gas. Gas
production is not highly asset specific, for example, as the facilities to produce gas can easily
shift from dedicated sales to a single customer to sales in the open market, assuming the
availability of transportation capability. Vertical integration or even long-term contracting is
therefore not necessary to protect the producer from hold-up or opportunism by gas buyers.155
As noted in one study describing the market environment post-open access in the natural gas
industry:
[A gas] field served by two or more pipelines has access to a large number of buyers
through each pipeline system. Thus, the gas field investment is no longer transactionspecific capital, and there is no longer any need for long-term sa es c ntracts…156
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While most state utility commissions have not expressed any policy on long-term hedging, a
few have endorsed it based on their decisions for utility proposals and more general consideration.
These states include Colorado, Florida, Louisiana, Montana, Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah and Wyoming.
See Louisiana Public Service Commission 2015, and the earlier discussion in this paper.
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Opportunism arises if, for example, a gas producer faces few buyers at the time of contract
renewal, so that the buyers have bargaining power with the producer.
156

Doane and Spulber 1994, 504.
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T e ntr duct n f a new bus ness funct n f r ut t es s u d ra se tw “red f ags” f r
regulators: (1) the potential for cross subsidization and cost shifting;157 and (2) the dilution of
managerial attention. The social benefits from vertical integration, as outlined in the
economics literature, seem unlikely for gas procurement by utilities. Vertical integration by
electric utilities with coal mines, for example, is consistent with TCE because of asset specificity
that makes contracting with an independent entity highly complex and costly.158 The same
rationale and others identified by TCE seem irrelevant to utilities procuring natural gas.
To protect their interest in a vertical arrangement, utilities need to be vigilant in
monitoring their gas-operator partner. Effective utility management in contracting or nonoperating ownership includes evaluating and selecting a supplier, and negotiating, executing
and administrating contractual agreements. According to one study,
Passive investing in unconventional plays is not a route to success; rather, utilities that
choose to have others operate must at a minimum ensure that operators are meeting
manufacturing learning targets. Otherwise, costs and production will not be
c mpet t e, and “t e pr ze” f reser es wners p w n t be captured. 159
2.

Dubious overall benefits to utility customers

The most plausible explanation for vertical arrangements seems to be that the holding
company composed of both the utility and the E&P affiliate, or just the utility itself, is the
largest beneficiary with utility customers bearing most of the risk. Besides, even if a vertical
arrangement is tenable, regulators may want to require utilities to structure their E&P affiliate
as a separate entity with zero funding from utility customers. What we have learned across a
wide range of industries is that, more times than not, when companies, including utilities,
expand their business activities outside their core corporate skills and culture, failure ensues.
Customers should not have to bear the costs of unsuccessful utility endeavors in peripheral
business lines, especially since the open market has demonstrated for the past 30 years its
ability to satisfy the needs of electric and gas utilities.
C.

Rebuttable presumption in favor of market transactions

Regulators should start with the premise that long-term contracting with an
independent gas producer or marketer would be preferable. Utilities have argued that such
contracting is generally unavailable, as gas producers are just not interested in making a long157

For example, in a monopoly market where the utility can pass through higher prices with
little effect on demand, the utility would have greater ability to engage in cost-shifting and other abuses.
158
159

See, for example, Joskow 1985 and 1987.
BRG Energy 2015, 7.
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term commitment. Yet, if these entities see such arrangements as not financially attractive,
why then would a utility-affiliated gas producer see things differently, especially when it is
willing to sell gas to the utility at cost of service? Just like independent gas producers, affiliated
pr ducers w u d se “pr f t” pp rtun t es w en t e market pr ce r ses. After a m st f t e
utilities proposing vertical arrangements have argued that the market price of gas should
increase in the future.
Finally, regulators will likely see more vertical arrangements in the near term as gas
producers will continue to endure financial stress if gas prices remain low and utilities and their
holding companies try to grow their earnings. Whether regulators should approve vertical
arrangements hinges largely on the value they assign to long-term hedging in the confines of
ut t es’ gas-procurement portfolios.
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Appendix: Questions for Commissions on Vertical Arrangements

Regulatory policy
1. Has regulation unduly discouraged utilities from making long-term commitments for
gas pr curement? If s , s t s a pr b em t at warrants a c mm ss n’s attent n?
2. Ha e a c mm ss n’s act ns, f r e amp e, ed t an e cess f s
transactions for gas procurement?

rt-term

3. Does the commission have a policy or guidelines on long-term gas procurement?
a. Would utilities make long-term commitments only when commissions preapprove contracts and other agreements or, at the minimum, establish firm
guidelines for cost recovery?
b. How much certainty should commissions give utilities over approval of long-term
utility commitments and the associated costs? What are the implications of
commission preapproval of a long-term commitment for cost recovery?
4. What should be the commission policy on vertical arrangements for gas
procurement?
5. How should commissions evaluate long-term vertical arrangements relative to
contracting with an independent entity? What are the benefits and costs of each
alternative?
6. H w d a c mm ss n’s pract ces and p c es ( nc ud ng aut r zat n f t e use f
gas cost-recovery mechanisms) affect incentives for different commercial structures
such as spot purchases, vertical integration and long-term contracts with an
independent entity?
7. Should long-term gas procurement be competitively bid? If so, how should the
utility structure and execute the bidding?
8. What oversight should a commission maintain over the life of a long-term
agreement for gas procurement?
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Economic consideration
1. What factors have most contributed to the trend over the past 30 years of shorterterm natural gas transactions? Do current conditions support a reversal of this trend
and longer-term transactions?
2. What is the role of long-term agreements in a ut ty’s gas-procurement portfolio?
Can long-term contracts or vertical arrangements complement other kinds of
commercial transactions to achieve an “ pt ma ” portfolio?
3. What are the risks (and benefits) to a utility from a vertical arrangement for gas
procurement?
4. What risks do utility customers bear under a vertical arrangement?
5. What potential benefits do utility customers receive?
5. Do the expected benefits from a vertical arrangement for utility customers
compensate for the risks that they bear?
6. What are the special concerns with a long-term agreement (a) between a utility and
an affiliate, and (b) when the utility owns gas reserves?

Specific contractual/joint venture provisions
1. What are the different price and non-price terms and conditions in a typical longterm contractual or joint venture arrangement?
2. What factors affect the appropriate duration of a long-term agreement?
3. On what basis does (or should) the contracted price change over time? How was the
base price or price term determined?
4. How did the utility evaluate a vertical arrangement for gas procurement relative to
other options, such as long-term contracting with an independent entity and
financial hedging?
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